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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DRR Mission to Bangkok, Thailand
The mission
From 20 – 26 November, 2016, a five person expert team
visited Bangkok and the surrounding areas of the Chao
Phraya river basin on request of the Thai Department of
Water Resources and the Bangkok Metropolitan
Administration (BMA), in order to discuss with the Thai
authorities the nature of Bangkok’s flood problems and
provide recommendations on a flood risk reduction
strategy on the basis of Dutch experience.

Figure 1: Bangkok Central Area

With reference to the devastating floods of 2011, that
caused a total damage of 46 billion USD nationwide and around 8 billion USD in Bangkok alone, as
well as to severe flooding problems within the center of the city, the team investigated both local
and basin-wide causes and the potential for improvement.
Flooding problems of Bangkok have two separate causes. The 2011 floods were caused by overland
flow from the north of Bangkok, precipitated by breaches of the levees to the north of the city in
the Ayutthaya area, a well-known site of cultural interest, in combination with a bottleneck in the
river profile comparable to that of the river Waal at Nijmegen before the bypass was constructed.
This year’s June flood in the city, which caused severe disruptions, originated from a rainfall event
of a magnitude that the city’s drainage system could not cope with.
During the mission the team was briefed extensively and in detail by the Department of Water
Resources, the Royal Irrigation Department and by the relevant departments of the Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration. Open discussions took place with the Department of Drainage and
Sewerage of the BMA as well as a visit to one of the large drainage tunnels in operation. Visits to
the Chao Phraya dam and the Rama VI dam gave insight into the hydraulic regulatory capacity
upstream of Bangkok. Discussions were also held at the Hydro and Agro Informatics Institute and
the Ministry of Science and Technology. Finally, in a meeting held at the Residence of the
Netherlands’ Ambassador to Thailand, the team presented its preliminary findings to an audience
including high officials of the mentioned government
departments and institutes.
The team that carried out the mission consisted of:
1. Ben Lamoree (LamoreeConsult) – Team Leader, Urban
Water Management Expert
2. George van der Meulen (Compuplan Knowledge Institute)
– Flood Risk and Protection Levels Expert
3. Mathijs van Ledden (Royal HaskoningDHV) – Flood
Figure 2: DRR-Team Members
Protection Infrastructure Expert
4. Adri Verweij (FloodConsult) - Urban Water System Modelling Expert
5. Anurat Kaeocha (Arcadis Thailand) – Urban Water Systems Expert
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The mission benefitted from the strong operational support provided by the Netherlands Embassy,
Mr. Martin van Buuren and Ms. Pantipa Sutdhapanya, under the guidance of Chargé D’Affaires Mr.
Guillaume Teerling.

Floods in the Chao Phraya Basin
Flood events in the Chao Phraya Basin are triggered by the
passings of (multiple) tropical depressions from east to west
dumping a substantial amount of rain. Man-made
interventions such as reservoirs, control structures, drainage
channels, but also deforestation have resulted in significant
changes in the original response of the system to these largescale rain events. After the 2011 flood, various interventions
have been proposed for the Chao Phraya Basin. Based on our
analysis, we recommend the following:
•

•
•

•

Speed up planning, design and execution of flood risk
reduction works, since the current probability of
Figure 3: Chao Phraya basin flooding 2011
flooding remains high
Execute existing no-regret interventions in an appropriate sequence to prevent possible
temporarily increased flood risks
Investigate the possible benefits of additional flood risk reduction options, such as
deepening Chao Phraya River in the highest flood risk zone downstream and enhancing
runoff infiltration in the upstream basin with the additional benefit of reducing drought
problems
Taking up basin-wide flood risk mapping using state-of-art models to identify hotspots and
prioritize/justify investments for flood risk reduction, preferably as part of a renewal of the
outdated Chao Phraya Basin Master Plan

Local Urban Flooding
Built in the Chao Phraya River Delta, the Bangkok Metropolitan
Area is a highly urbanized city with a registered population of 5.7
million at an area of 1500 km2. Localized heavy rainfall events
(e.g. June 2016), primarily of convective nature and aggravated
by increasing urban heat due to ongoing urban expansion and
densification, regularly cause significant flooding in certain parts
of Bangkok. Although the exact damage is not known, the impact
on the citizens and the local business is very clear: very severe
traffic congestion, flooded houses and shops and a standstill of
parts of the city for a few days. There is no space left for new
primary drainage channels or large retention basins,
emphasizing the need to search for peak runoff reduction
options. The current Urban Drainage Master Plan is outdated
and it is recommended that this plan is renewed to address the
following priority issues:
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•

•

•
•
•

Figure 4: Drainage Tunnel Pumping Station
Review and optimize the use of the existing drainage
system capacity (e.g. find ways to divert storm water
from the most vulnerable areas, improve maintenance, etc.)
Speed up the development of Hydro-informatics support to flood risk management and
planning in Bangkok by expanding the water related database and data exchange,
numerical simulation modelling support and early warning to the public
Continue and speed up investments in the deep drainage tunnel system to release pressure
on the limited capacity of the existing canal system
Optimize the use of macro-scale retention and involve local stakeholders to raise awareness
for the implementation of micro-scale multi-purpose retention options
Update the outdated Drainage Master Plan for Bangkok by re-defining flood frequency
standards, flood hazard and risk mapping, providing the basis for identifying/prioritizing
flood reduction investments for the next decade.

Possible follow-up activities
During the meetings, reflections have been made on how, with a view on the many common
problems both countries are facing, the situation in the Chao Phraya Basin, in particular the delta
area including Bangkok as compared with that of the Dutch river deltas, could lead to a continued
exchange of experience and cooperation. This has led to the listing of a number of areas where
cooperation between the Thai and Dutch water sector might be beneficial:
•
•
•
•
•

Dikes or embankments;
Dredging;
Flood management infrastructure planning;
Flood forecasting and early warning;
Micro-retention options in the urban environment.
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1

BACKGROUND

Historically, the Chao Phraya basin has suffered frequently from large-scale floods. Floods at basin
scale occur in the rainy season, approximately the period July until November. Flood events are
triggered by the passing of (multiple) tropical depressions from east to west dumping a substantial
amount of rain in the basin. Consequently, the water level in the river system rises to drain the water
towards to Gulf of Thailand. Man-made interventions such as reservoirs, control structures, drainage
canals, but also deforestation have resulted in significant changes in the original response of the
system to these large-scale rain events.
The most recent landmark in large-scale flood events in Thailand was the 2011 event. The impact of
this 2011 flood was devastating with an estimated loss of 45 billion US $ for Thailand as a whole, of
which 8 billion US $ for Bangkok alone. It is listed as the fourth most damaging natural disaster in
world’s history after Hurricane Katrina. Less damaging, though greatly impacting life in Bangkok, are
the local floods resulting from smaller scale cloud bursts. These may cause substantial economic
damage, as traffic is interrupted for longer periods and houses and enterprises have to fight flood
water entering into their premises.
Looking into the future, these events in the Chao Phraya basin but in Bangkok may be impacted by
climate change. Based on regional climate change projections, it is expected that the variability of
rainfall will increase in the coming century. However, the annual precipitation in the western part of
Thailand, in which the Chao Phraya basin is located, remains almost unchanged. Sea level rise will
slowly increase with associated coastline shifts. Relative sea level rise in the Gulf of Thailand based on
historical records shows strong spatial variation between 1 – 20 mm/year (typical average number is
5 mm/year).
For this reason, Bangkok is facing a fight against flooding at two different fronts. The responsibility for
the flood management in Chao Phraya Basin as a whole lies with the Royal Irrigation Department (RID)
under the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. The fight against local flooding in Bangkok is the
responsibility of the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA), acting under the responsibility of
the Governor of Bangkok. To reduce flood risks basin wide, RID focusses on the creation of retention
basins (monkey cheeks), irrigation- and hydropower reservoir management, increasing discharge
capacity of various river branches and other channels, as well as creating diversion routes for flood
water, to avoid reaching the most important commercial zones of Thailand. BMA focusses on
maintaining its drainage channel network (klongs), creating more retention space within the city area
and the construction of deep drainage tunnels underneath the city area, from where excess drainage
water can be pumped to Chao Phraya River. There is a need for such tunnels, as retention space in the
metropole is very limited and the distance between cloud burst affected zones and Chao Phraya River
is too large to drain the water via the klongs, which are passing through a flat topography.
There is an interaction between both flood management responsibilities. BMA has agreed that during
large scale Chao Phraya flood events a maximum discharge of 300 m3/s is allowed to pass through its
metropolitan klongs and pumped from there to the lower section of Chao Phraya River. Excess flood
water flowing into Bangkok during the 2011 floods was pumped out via klongs and the deep tunnels.
As a result, the flood flow into Bangkok was stopped just before reaching the heart of the city.
For these reasons, flood management is not just a matter of technical skills and investments. It also
touches very much upon institutional arrangements between various levels of governance. The
Netherlands has gone through similarly complex flood management issues after the 1953 coastal
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floods and the 1993 and 1995 - nearly devastating - river floods. Through the required responses and
institutional reforms, the country has achieved a much higher flood risk security, along with much
improved institutional arrangements. For these reasons, development of new flood management
approaches, involving scientific institutions and the private sector may be extremely beneficial. This
builds upon a long history.
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2

DRR-TEAM MISSION

2.1

Introduction

Official requests for support from the DRR-Team on the themes of flood risk management (July 1st
2016 – by Thailand Department of Water Resources / DWR) and urban drainage issues (July 26th 2016
– by Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) were sent to the Dutch Government in July 2016.
Recent floods and drought, water pollution and increasing demand for water clearly show the need
for an integrated development of water resources and management in Thailand. While important
steps have been taken by the Thai government, many institutional, regulatory and budgetary issues
remain.
Two requests were received – from Thai National Authorities and from the Bangkok Metropolitan
Administration. In an effort to ensure complete transparency between the National counterparts and
the Bangkok authorities, the Embassy has confirmed National agreement with (and support for) a
Bangkok drainage-focused DRR-Mission.
The official requests followed earlier discussions between the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, H.E. Mr. Karel Hartogh, and (respectively) the Prime Minister of Thailand, H.E. Gen.
Prayut Chan-o-cha, the Bangkok Governor, the Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives, and the
Director General of the Department of Water Resources.
2.2

Objectives and Scope of Work

The overall objective is to assist the Thai / Bangkok Government with an evaluation of existing plans,
strategies and infrastructure and to provide advice on short, medium and long-term adaptation and
mitigation options to improve urban drainage in Bangkok. The following topics – mutually discussed
and decided by Thai and Dutch counterparts - were specified as areas of importance by the BMA (see
also official request dd July 26 2016):
1) Water management in lowland Delta cities, identifying impacts of climate change-related changes,
such as more extreme weather events (intense rainfall) and tidal influences, particularly in the urban
area
2) Inventory of existing urban water retention capacity and design advice / recommendations for an
increase of overall water storage capacity within the area of Bangkok
3) Flood risk scenarios, with specific emphasis on flood forecasting and early-warning systems and
related communication with residents
4) Urban modeling options and assessment under various climate scenarios and advice on related flood
risk protection profiles
5) State of current flood protection infrastructure – specific focus on the dike at the Chao Phraya river
banks - within the urban region and options for risk mitigation (both hard & soft infrastructure options
to be considered)
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3

CHAO PRAYA BASIN

3.1

Introduction

The most recent landmark in large-scale flood events in Thailand was the 2011 event. The impact of
this 2011 flood was devastating with an estimated loss of 45 billion US $ for Thailand as a whole, and
8 billion US $ for Bangkok. It is listed as the fourth most damaging natural disaster in world’s history
after Hurricane Katrina. Research points towards a return period of 20-30 years for this event but
also somewhat higher return periods have been suggested. This implies that there is a chance of 3 –
5% every year that this event
(or even worse) may happen.
Text box 1: Flood statistics and the use of return periods can
Another way of looking at this is
often be misleading. A return period of 20-30 years is
that the chance that this event
equivalent to a chance of 3 – 5% every year. Once an extreme
(or worse) will happen again in
event has happened, it does not necessarily take a long time
the coming 5 years is between
before the next extreme event arrives. Other river basins but
15 – 25% (see also textbox 1).
also coastal areas have faced significant floods or storms
within a limited time span. In the Netherlands, we faced two
This flood probability for a city
successive high river floods (1993, 1995) both with a relatively
like Bangkok is very low
low probability. The New Orleans area was hit but Hurricane
compared with international
Katrina and Rita (2005) within the same hurricane season, but
standards (see textbox 2). Also,
also Hurricane Gustav (2008) only a few years later.
it should be recognized that a
higher flood could occur than
the 2011 flood and could probably have a dramatic impact to Bangkok including the city center.
Recommendation: The statistics clearly show that the flood challenge in the Chao Phraya basin
requires a quick implementation of measures within the coming years to reduce the risk of another
big hit to Thailand due to a flood event in the near future.
After the 2011 flood, several interventions have been implemented to reduce the impact of another
flood event. For example, the various industrial estates north of Bangkok have privately taken
measures (flood barriers, etc.) to prevent floods. Also, various plans have been developed and partly
implemented to protect other
Text box 2: There is no single flood protection standard to
(urbanized) areas in the basin
large-sale riverine or coastal floods for flood-prone urbanized
in a better way by the Thai
areas. These vary from 1:100 / 1:200 yr in the cities in the
government. These measures
United States (New Orleans, San Francisco, New York) to
will be discussed in more
1:10.000 yr for the urbanized western part of the
detail in the paragraphs 3.3
Netherlands. The city of London has a flood protection
and 3.4 and specific
standard of 1:1000yr.
recommendations will be
provided. Although not
It is widely recognized nowadays that the 1:100yr protection
explicitly stated in the
standard urbanized areas require a high flood protection
reviewed documents by the
standards considering the potential economic risk but also
DRR-Team, the set of
loss of life. For example, it has been recommended to
measures currently proposed
reconsider the 1:100 year flood protection standard for
for the Chao Phraya basin
urbanized areas in post-disaster reviews after Hurricane
appears to be focused on
Katrina (2005) and Hurricane Sandy (2013).
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conveying the 2011 discharge safely downstream towards the Gulf of Thailand.
Recommendation: it is
advocated to transform the
approach of using the historical
event as a guiding principle into
a more generic flood risk-based
approach.

Textbox 3: The example of New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina is a good example of the urgency of action in
situations with a high flood probability. Hurricane Katrina
caused around 10 – 20 billion US $ damage within the city of
New Orleans. The actual pre-Katrina flood protection of this
city was estimated around 1/25 years. After Hurricane Katrina
in 2005, a 14 billion US $ program has been implemented by
the US Army Corps of Engineers to reduce the level of risk in
the city to 1/100 years. In 2013, another but less intense
hurricane (Hurricane Isaac) tested the new flood protection
system, but the city was now well protected with the new
flood barriers in place. A quick post-hurricane analysis
showed that damage would have been 5-10 billion US $ if no
action was taken after Hurricane Katrina. Thus, the
investment in flood protection pays off well! (in the case of
New Orleans)

Flood risk is defined herein as
the sum of the probability of all
possible events times its
consequences. This concept has
been successfully applied in the
Netherlands after the big river
floods and coastal floods in the
20th century. Although in a
different way, various other
countries (e.g. United Kingdom)
also use this concept for the same reason, viz. to invest more money if the risk is higher. In the
United States, a more risk-based approach was also strongly recommended after the big disasters in
2005 (Hurricane Katrina) and 2013 (Hurricane Sandy) by post-disaster committees and assessments
(see figure).

Figure 5: Example of a risk-based approach for Hoboken, New Jersey, United States to define the optimal
level of protection with dikes along the Hudson River (source: OMA, Royal HaskoningDHV and others). The
figure shows the remaining risk (in red) and the costs for investment with increasing protection level (in blue).
There is a clear optimum at a 500yr return period. Above this return period, the (marginal) investment costs in
flood protection do not weigh against the decrease in (marginal) risk. This 500yr level of protection is higher
than the traditional 100yr return period applied in the United States.
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The reason for advocating a risk-based approach is that it provides a basis for justification of
investments and prioritization of measures. Looking at the Chao Phraya basin, the risk of flooding is
very substantial compared to other areas with similar urbanized and industrial activities (e.g. western
part of the Netherlands). Prior to the 2011 flood, we estimate that the yearly risk to flooding was
around 5 billion each year. The associated net present value of this yearly risk is 60 - 70 billion US $
(discount rate 8%, indefinite time horizon). If the proposed interventions for the Chao Phraya basin
result in preventing the 2011 event, the remaining risk is still significant in our view and further
reduction is worth considering (see also textbox 3).

Figure 6: Economic risk map from the Netherlands. This map shows the economic risk (in Euro/ha/year) to
flooding for all flood-prone areas in the Netherlands (about 60% of the country). This risk analysis contributes
to the planning of future investments in flood protection enhancement in certain areas of the country.
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Obviously, the estimate of the remaining risk for the Chao Phraya basin indicated in the previous
paragraph has a high degree of uncertainty. Also, private investments have been made to reduce risk
which is not accounted for in this number. A thorough risk-based analysis could provide a better
estimation of this number. An additional advantage from a thorough risk-based analysis is that it also
provides insight in the hotspots, i.e. areas for
which the risk is very high. Those insights can
help in further prioritizing the execution of
measures within the Chao Phraya basin. This is
of special importance since the execution
measures will likely take a significant amount of
time and the probability of another big flood in
the nearby future is high.
Recommendation: The risk of flooding in the
Chao Phraya basin is still high compared to
other developed areas in the world. A thorough
risk-based analysis is recommended to get a
clear insight into the hot spots of risk and also
use the concept of risk to further prioritize and
justify investment levels in flood prevention in the coming decades.
3.2

Figure 7: Main infrastructure Chao Phraya basin

Stakeholders

Structure of stakeholders in Chao Phraya river basin
During this DRR mission, discussions were held with the RID, DWR and BMA. There were
presentations of MD, DDPM and DPT for the different roles and responsibilities within the
watershed, with a focus on the developments after the big flood in 2011. There were visits of Chao
Phraya dam and Rama VI dam. Both dams are the main controller/regulator structures within this
river basin. During the big flood in 2011, there were huge amounts of flood water passing through
these both dams to the lower Chao Phraya basin, including Bangkok and industrial area in the
northern part of Bangkok.
After the big flood, the authorities within this committee worked together to prevent future flood
events. Nevertheless, most of the flood prevention tasks are assigned to the RID. This is because the
RID’s operational area is almost completely covering the lower Chao Phraya basin and the flood
protection measures that are planned are mostly located inside irrigation canals of the RID. These
flood prevention measures consist of increasing the discharge capacity of the irrigation canals on
both sides of Chao Phraya River. The water flow from the upstream water basin will be diverted to
both river sides by Chao Phraya dam. The Rama VI dam helps to prevent the flow back into the Chao
Phraya river at Ayutthaya city which is known as a critical point as was described in the previous
paragraph.
In addition to this, also private initiatives have been taken to result the risk to flooding in the Chao
Phraya Basin. For example, flood protection measures have been taken collectively (e.g. industrial
estates) or individually by private firms to prevent the industrial assets from flooding.
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The findings from this mission are that during and after the big flood, all involved authorities are
functioning together and individually with the same goal to solve the flooding problem. For example,
the RID who has responsibility over irrigation canals and part of Chao Phraya river (95 km upstream
and 50 km downstream of the Chao Phraya dam) and part of Pasak river where the Rama VI dam is
located, had introduced and implemented projects to increase discharge capacity by dredging the
Chao Phraya river bed. Similarly, MD who has control over the Chao Phraya part from the river
mouth to 50 km downstream of the Chao Phraya dam, has also been dredging the river bed. The
DDPM helps to increase the discharge capacities for canal and small rivers which are not in the
operational area of RID and MD. The local administration office has acted similarly in their control
area.
The common objective of flood protection will be easier to achieve when all authorities and other
stakeholders have the same goal. However, there are multiple authorities involved in the river basin.
Each authority has its own priority and limited budget. For example, the MD has first priority in the
water transport, due to the limited budget, the dredging plan of the river bed will be concentrated
only on the transport route not the whole river profile. Meanwhile the local administration office
which has a responsibility to protect their city and people has built the flood wall around the city. The
extension of flow capacity is therefore limited in space.
In fact, there is a Chao Phraya river basin committee. This committee has been established since
2008 according to the resolution of the National Water Resources Board. The committee has a total
of 35 members which consists of:
• the provincial governors,
• representative of local administration offices,
• representatives of BMA, RID, DWR, Department of Land Development, Department of
industry works, Marine department, Ministry of natural resource and environment, Pollution
control department, DDPM, DPT,
• representative of Public sectors (water users) and,
• local water experts.
The committee has the role to give recommendations to the National Water Resources Board
regarding the proposed policy, plan, project, to report problems in water management as well as the
development of water works within the watershed. The members of river basin committee are all
involved stakeholders within the watershed. However, main water works are still a responsibility of
the committee member. The committee’s tasks include the priority of water issues, water monitoring
and support the local authority for water management. The central government aims to setup the
single command center by using this committee as the main podium. Unfortunately, this committee
is not yet strong enough.
However, the committee is a podium that the involved authorities use to discuss the problems,
conflict of interest and the overlapping of their plans and projects.
Recommendation: To improve the efficiency in the project, it is suggested that the budget allocation
should be reformed. For example the budget from central government directly granted to the Chao
Phraya committee per project request instead of granting it directly to the authority. The Chao
Phraya river basin committee is the most suitable authority managing the project development
budget because its members covered all stakeholders within the river basin. The committee is able to
make an integrated decision and set priority for the project. Chao Phraya committee should have
control in all projects within the watershed. However, this solution might require the reform of the
budget request process at the central government, setting and responsibility of the river basin
DRR Bangkok, Thailand – Mission Report
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committee.
3.3

Structural measures
3.3.1 Dikes and barriers

The current proposed protection measures with additional dikes and barriers in the CP basin include:
- Raising the dikes along the Chao Phraya just downstream of Chao Phraya Dam to increase
conveyance capacity from 1800 to 2500 m3/s;
- Raising the King’s dike north and east of Bangkok (see next chapter);
Next to this, several industrial estates and private firms within the floodplains of the basin have taken
flood protection measures to protect their own assets.
Building flood barriers and dikes at certain places in the Chao Phraya basin to protect
assets/urbanized areas is inevitable in our view. From a system’s perspective, however, it is noted
that building barriers/dikes in certain places may increase flood levels in other places. This should be
well accounted for in deriving the hydraulic boundary conditions for design purposes.
Specific attention should be paid to possible climate change effects and its impact on the design
flood levels. From the existing climate change projections, it is concluded that the annual
precipitation in the coming century in the western part of Thailand in which the Chao Phraya basin is
located, may not change. However, more variability in precipitation is expected. This might impact
the flood levels in the Chao Phraya Basin. Also, sea level rise at the downstream end of the Chao
Phraya basin will raise the flood levels in the downstream part of the basin in the future.
Recommendation: It is therefore recommended to derive one (consistent) set of boundary
conditions with state-of-the-art modeling techniques and specifically investigate the effect of climate
change in the coming 50 – 100 years on the flood discharge / levels.
Increasing the dikes along the east and west bank of the CP river downstream of the Chao Phraya
Dam needs attention. In the new situation, there is still potential for overtopping during extreme
discharge events. Hence, these specific dike sections need to be carefully designed to withstand the
flow forces at the backside of the levee. Since the dike sections are raised, these forces will probably
increase due to a larger head difference for a longer duration. Moreover, problems with piping, as
observed during the 2011 event, will likely increase.
Another location of attention is the situation around Ayutthaya. The current plan proposes an
increase in conveyance capacity by creating a side-channel. Still, the proposed design capacity
suggests that Ayutthaya will be flooded when the Chao Phraya Dam is opened to its full capacity (like
in 2011). Additional dikes around Ayutthaya (or further increasing the conveyance capacity locally)
are recommended because of the exposed risk in this urbanized area. An option for further
exploration could be if river widening/increasing conveyance capacity at Ayutthaya could be
combined with other developments (e.g. city development). An example of such an integrated
project in the Netherlands is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: By-pass near the City of Nijmegen (The Netherlands) along one of the River Rhine Branches which
has recently been completed in the framework of the Room for the River program. The by-pass development
has been combined with urban development at the island but also at the northern bank of the river.

Recommendation: It is recommended that the impact of building barriers/dikes is carefully
investigated and carefully be accounted for in the design conditions through state-of-the-art
modeling techniques.
3.3.2

Discharge enhancement

Most of the damages during the 2011 floods occurred in the downstream part of Chao Phraya Basin,
in the section between the Gulf of Thailand and Ayutthaya. One reason has been the bottleneck in
discharge capacity of Chao Phraya River near Ayutthaya. As a result, water backed up and dikes along
Chao Phraya River in this area were overtopped and breached and flood water started flowing
overland towards the industrialized and urbanized downstream part of Chao Phraya Basin. This has
been the principal reason for the enormous damages that occurred.
In 2011 Chao Phraya River was not able to convey the flood water arriving from upstream as its
conveyance capacity was too small to handle the peak flow. Problems of this nature can be resolved
or reduced by the following water principles which allow for peak flood level reduction:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Diverting flood flows around the problematic area;
Increasing discharge capacity at and downstream of the problematic area;
Increasing flood retention volume at or upstream of the problematic area;
Reducing flood water runoff volumes at or upstream of the problematic area.

In this section we are dealing with the first two principles. Since the 2011 floods, the Thai
Government has developed plans to divert flood water passing Nakhon Sawan into the Chao Phraya
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Delta area via eastern and western diversion routes. Moreover, flow diversions would be made to
prevent Pasak River peak flood volumes to enter the flood plains around Ayutthaya. The bottleneck
at Ayutthaya would be reduced by creating a 22 km diversion around the city. The overall proposals
contain plans for a total of 6 diversion canals, most of these of large width and length.
One of the interventions planned is the second Chao Phraya dam at Ayutthaya. However, this dam
has been planned for irrigation purposes and will not necessarily function well for flood control.
The plans presented do not allow for a conclusion on the consistency of the various interventions
proposed. Diagrams only show peak flows, whereas at the same time retention facilities are
proposed in the area of Ayutthaya and upstream of it. The diagrams present the impression that the
problem of the bottleneck near Ayutthaya will not be resolved completely. However, RID states that
the missing 500 m3/s is going to the two side canals at the east side, although this is not completely
guaranteed due to a lack of control options. Part of the inconsistency may also be due to the fact that
near Ayutthaya flood retention areas have been planned.
There is no study of an integrated plan yet. The
feasibility study (per individual project) is mostly done
with MIKE 21, which is an integrated 1D2D modelling
concept. We can recommend the integrated study of all
plans. In this study the impacts at all stages of the
implementation of the plans should be studied.
Recommendation: (1) Arrive at integrated studies of all
planned interventions and study the impacts of the
sequence in which these interventions are realized; and
(2) It is recommended to consider also dredging
downstream of the planned section of Chao Phraya
River. It might be most effective to dredge the section
between the Gulf of Thailand and Ayutthaya, to be
detailed by 1D2D model simulations. Part of the
presentation of dredging options is currently missing in
the RID plans, while the most downstream section is
only dredged to create sufficient width and depth for
navigation.
Compared with some of the diversion options proposed,
there are various advantages in taking up further
dredging works:
•

•
•
•

Figure 9: Various interventions in the Lower Chao
Phraya Basin being studied by RID to reduce flood
risks in the Greater Bangkok area

Every m3 of sediment extracted from the river bed
has a larger contribution to increased conveyance than a similar m3 extracted for the
construction of a new diversion canal, as deepening a river leads to higher flow velocities over its
complete depth;
No need for land acquisition or resettlement of households and enterprises;
No need for new infrastructure for new canals crossing the existing landscape;
Extracted sediments could be useful for construction;
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However, such solution would also require a detailed analysis of possible impacts, such as:
• Decreased ground-water levels along the river;
• Increased salt intrusion;
• Risks for river bank erosion and stability;
• Decreased sediment flows to the coastal zone;
• Need for maintenance dredging.
Most likely, measures would be needed to mitigate some of these impacts, such as the construction
of additional weirs. However, the cost of such measures will be substantially lower than the costs
associated with the construction of new diversion canals.
Recommendations:
(1) Execute existing no-regret interventions in an appropriate sequence to prevent possible
temporarily increased flood risks and demonstrate the consistency of these interventions based upon
integrated 1D2D hydrodynamic modelling; and
(2) Investigate the possible benefits of additional flood risk reduction options, such as deepening
Chao Phraya River in the highest flood risk zone downstream and enhancing runoff infiltration in the
upstream basin with the additional benefit of reducing drought problems.

3.3.3 Storage improvement

RID reserved 8 areas of monkey cheeks around Ayutthaya. About their filling, there is still an issue
with the people who live in that area. The filling of the retention area is more or less natural (gravity).
Because of the low level of these terrains, they fill automatically during floods. The only control
foreseen is via water gates in the RID canals. RID is aware of the fact that the solution is quite difficult
to implement. It requires good cooperation of the people, optimizing the land use pattern.
It is recommended to introduce more control on the inflows. In this case areas can be flooded
selectively, following rules agreed upon with the land owners. This controlled flooding might provide
a better timing with crop schedules and limit the area flooded. Farmers may also become convinced
of advantages of flooding their lands, as it brings in sediments and fertilizers, helping also in raising
land levels over time.
Through the Royal Irrigation Department (RID) the further search for retention opportunities along
the main rivers has been initiated. RID assigns retention locations in deliberation with owners and
farmers, with an outlook for compensation in case of forced emergency inundation. It is
recommended to focus also on the river basin upstream of Nakhon Sawan.
Recommendation: (1) Arrive at better control of the planned monkey cheeks through a policy of
controlled flooding and the implementation of hydraulic structures to facilitate this control; and (2)
While these retention options are for temporary use, it is recommended to allocate many more
retention reservoirs, as a guaranteed storage option. This may reduce during high river levels and
mitigate risk of flooding of human settlements stream downwards. How much effect is gained
depends on storage and storage capacities achieved.
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It is moreover suggested to use these (new) retention reservoirs for vertical drainage into the subsoil
and subsurface aquifers, in case available with useful composition of geologic materials, suitable for
storage and hydraulic movement.
3.3.4 Delaying of runoff

Notwithstanding the retention reservoir initiatives undertaken, it remains obvious that the current
water storage capacity in the Chao Phraya River is insufficient. Due to capacity shortage several
communities around Ayutthaya and Pathum Thani are continuously facing inundation.

Figure 10: Room for the River concept

For the river system as a whole and for subparts where bottlenecks in the water run-off can be
observed, we recommend the approach of Room for the river, a policy of the Netherlands and the
European Commission as well, in order to enhance the capacity in the rivers themselves. The
approach provides a variety of solutions (see image below). Several of these interventions are also
considered for the Chao Phraya Basin such as retention basins, side channels, reinforcement of
dikes/levees, etc. A key lesson learned of the Room for the River program is that the selection of
measures must be carried out at system level to achieve an integrated and effective solution for the
entire system.
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Figure 11: Room for the River interventions menu

In line with European Commission directives countries with cross-country boundary rivers are obliged
to reduce run-off if required. In case of the Rhine river, the German Regional government of North
Rhine-Westfalia assigned pro-actively a huge agriculture area south of the City of Cologne as
retention area in case of emergency. This preparedness is for two reasons, notably to reduce flood
risk for the City of Cologne, and for a few days later, to reduce flood risks in the Netherlands. The
main principle of the pro-active arrangement encompasses an agreement with the land owners that
their land can be used for such emergency reasons, and an agreed financial compensation for
possibly incurred damages and production losses. This approach is suggested to Thai provinces with
provincial boundaries crossing rivers. Due to pro-active arrangements, rescue and disaster workers
can handle quickly, without delay.
Delay of run-off and harvesting flood waters
The Great Flood in Thailand in 2011 was for many water experts occasion to plea for fast discharge of
the flood water towards the Gulf of Thailand, particularly through new to be developed water (super)
channels. To avoid wasting water, attention has been paid since 2011 to harvesting the monsoon rain
water, store as much as possible into the deeper subsurface aquifers, and while simultaneously
inclining the groundwater table, in that way it creates water resources available, eventually available
during the dry season and possible drought.
Subsurface water storage or managed aquifer recharge (MAR) started with a few seminars organised
by DWR. Once the emphasis of water storage was put upon subsurface water storage, the ‘sister’
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department DGR, Department of Groundwater, became the lead partner for the SWS, Subsurface
Water Storage, project. In the course of 2015, with financial support of the ADB, Asian Development
Bank, a pilot project has been applied to the river system Sri Songkhram and Un in Nakhon Phanom
province. From the primarily hydro-geological and land use planning research, it became obvious that
some aquifers in their catchment area would provide sufficient opportunity of water storage. In a
following step of research the focus of application will be on testing. This testing concerns storage of
water which will be followed up with observation and monitoring of the hydrologic reaction in
eventually addressed aquifers.

Figure12: Surface/groundwater system section

As an important side effect, such a MAR approach can offer economically a crucial contribution
because reduced runoff leads to reduced flooding of nearby areas, and the water stored becomes
available for extraction during the dry season and possible droughts. This water availability, assuming
that a balance of groundwater is guaranteed and monitored, can be made available for agriculture,
industry and drinking water purposes.
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3.4

Non-structural measures

3.4.1 Flood forecasting system for Chao Phraya Basin

River basin flood forecasting in Thailand has for long been the responsibility of RID. At RID
headquarters flood forecasting systems are operational for all river basins in Thailand. More recently,
a flood forecasting system has been developed by HAII under the responsibility of the National Water
and Flood Management Committee, which is led by RID. It is operating under the roof of the National
Hydroinformatics and Climate Data Centre (NHC, http://www.nhc.in.th/web/). NHC provides data to
support the water management of the country. At present data is linked between 34 agencies. The
system is covering 70% of the country, including Chao Phraya Basin. The system uses 7-day rainfall
forecasts delivered by TMD twice a day, based upon results of the WRF numerical weather model,
which also has been developed by HAII. Through an internal website, results are made available to all
34 agencies represented in the National Water and Flood Management Committee, including RID
and DWR.
The hydrological and hydrodynamic models underlying the system are based upon the MIKE suite of
products developed by DHI. For the rainfall-runoff modelling the MIKE-NAM concept is used. The
whole basin is representing the river flow with MIKE11, coupled for the area south of Ayutthaya with
a 2D flood model. In order to avoid diversions between modelled and monitored results a data
assimilation technique has been implemented, based upon discharges delivered by RID and water
levels from HAII. Two-weekly meetings are held between HAII and the National Water and Flood
Management Committee. The objective of this meeting is to monitor the water situation and discuss
possible actions.
The availability of this system is a great step forward after the 2011 floods. Its development has led
to more data exchange between the participating agencies. However, more than half of the required
data still has to be transferred manually, which causes delays in delivering forecast updates. Its
development and use represents a step forward in the institutional cooperation in Thailand.
However, more can be done. The system could be integrated better in the daily operation practices,
if both HAII and, for example, RID could operate the system independently, each within their own
mandates. HAII in the provision of forecasts of discharges and water levels and RID in optimizing the
operation of their reservoirs by being allowed to run what-if scenarios as a basis for best decision
making. Technically such further development would be possible and beneficial to all parties.
However, it requires further steps to arrive at further developed institutional arrangements.
It would also be beneficial to further develop the hydrodynamic models to cover larger areas in 2D.
The 2011 floods have shown many dike breaches in the upstream basin and without simulating
these, including the outflow from the breaches, model results cannot be accurate. Similarly, it would
be useful to apply a distributed hydrological model concept on a fine grid, fed with all available land
characteristics and land use data available in GIS. One of the current shortcomings of the
hydrological models applied is that runoff is first injected into the rivers and can only flow overland
via overtopping or breaching of dikes.
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Recommendations:
(1) Work on a further improvement of the automatic data exchange process between participating
organizations;
(2) Explore further cooperation possibilities on the use of the flood forecasting system by integrating
forecasts and operational use of the system for the optimization of reservoirs and retention areas
(monkey cheeks) control; and
(3) Further develop the hydrological and hydrodynamic models underlying the forecasting system to
improve further the physically correct representation of hydrological and hydrodynamic processes. In
flood forecasting it has become common practice to run simultaneously various models, based upon
different modelling concepts or providers. In this a way, uncertainties in forecasts can be reduced.
3.4.2 Land use and other planning efforts

Because the current land use plan is out of date, it is advisable to renew first its land use
comprehensive plan, therewith fixing the long term zoning of the overall territory. As such it should
preferably include considerations about expected and desired further urbanisation, in the near and
further future. Beyond this comprehensive plan there is an increasing need for land use
specifications, preferably according to the Thai Law on Town and Country Planning (1975 and
amendments). The two plan productions are necessary efforts to ensure as much as possible land
and water integration with necessary attention
paid to water balance targets to be realized. More
specifications in the plan documents are basic to
the development and design of an effective
drainage master plan, providing indications and
directions. In that sense, it may support the
allocation and establishment of potential areas for
water storage, and through urban design a
necessary water balance, inside living areas and
with adjacent water bodies, such as rivers and
klongs. The next image shows such an integration
Figure 13: Integration of Land and Water bodies
of water into the nearby land.
The example shows characteristics comparable with the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ approach.
As a result of the works done the river dikes are strengthened and improved, the ecology where
needed has been re-established, and the run-off capacity brought at a level to meet future climate
change effects well.
3.4.3 Need for improved modelling support

The solution of flooding problems in the Lower Chao Phraya Basin depends on finding optimum
combinations of interventions based upon conveyance and retention components. How much impact
selected interventions will have is difficult to foresee without the application of numerical simulation
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models. Such models can provide an in-depth insight into the functioning of the basin’s drainage
system. It also forms the basis for flood hazard mapping and flood risk mapping, which allows for
prioritization and sequencing of flood protection works. State-of-the-art at this moment is the
application of integrated 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional (1D2D) models, jointly with distributed
hydrological models providing runoff into the river system, or directly to the 2D hydrodynamic grid.
Recommendation: Develop a physically more realistic integrated hydrological and hydrodynamic
simulation model than currently available. It should be based upon a GIS data fed distributed
hydrological model and an integrated 1D2D model covering the complete Chao Phraya Basin.
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4

BANGKOK

4.1

Introduction

The Bangkok Metropolitan Area is a highly urbanized megacity with a registered population of 5.7
million in an area of 1,500 km2. The actual number of people living in this city is likely 10 million or
even more. The original center of the city was located on the east bank of the Chao Phraya River. The
city has rapidly expanded in the past decades towards the north, east and also on the west bank of
the river. It is expected that the city will further grow in the coming decades, but probably at a slower
pace.
The Bangkok Metropolitan Area faces two types of significant flood hazards: a large flood event in
the Chao Phraya Basin (cf. Oct/Nov 2011) and a localized rainfall event (cf. June 2016). The situation
of Bangkok with multiple flood hazards is not unique. Many delta cities face a similar challenge. To
name a few: Rotterdam, Ho Chi Minh, New Orleans. This chapter will provide examples from these
cities to learn from these and highlight certain aspects for the Bangkok situation.
The localized rainfall event in June 2016 had a very high intensity. This event caused significant
flooding in certain parts of the city. Although the exact damage is not known, the impact on the
citizens and the local business was clear: very severe traffic congestion, flooded houses and shops
and a standstill of parts of the city for a few days. The large flood event in 2011 had a different
origin, but also much larger consequences. It was caused by the overland flow coming from the north
and overwhelming the King’s dike. Also, the flood barriers along the Chao Phraya were not able to
withstand the high flood levels at all locations, resulting in various overtoppings of embankments.
This has resulted in a severe flooding of the northern part of Bangkok for several weeks with
inundation depths of 1 - 2 meters, or even more. The damage in Bangkok itself during this flood has
been estimated at 8 billion US $.

Figure 14: Flood situation during the 2011 event (source: Royal HaskoningDHV).
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In the past, several plans have been prepared to tackle the issue of local drainage within the city of
Bangkok. JICA presented proposed measures in the mid-1980s. A new urban master plan was written
by NEDECO in the mid-1990s. This plan from the mid-1990s still serves as an important guiding
document for the proposed measures. The design criterion of 60 mm/hr for the overall urban
drainage system has been defined in this document. BMA indicates that this design criterion is now
increased to 100 mm/hr for future planning.
The current plan with proposed measures for the local drainage could also benefit and further be
improved with a thorough risk analysis (see also Chapter 3 dealing with Chao Phraya River). In short,
a flood risk analysis provides insight in the hot spots and can help to prioritize the measures. Also, it
provides insight in the risk from urban flooding and justification to the investments needed to reduce
this risk. For example, it can help to understand if the 100 mm/hr is sufficient or that even more
intense rainfall events for design purposes could be justified.
As part of this risk analysis, it is also recommended to carefully look at climate change projections for
local rainfall events in Bangkok. Recent studies point towards the increase in variability in local
precipitation in the future. Also, temperature will probably rise. These climate change effects can
impact the local rainfall patterns for Bangkok.
Recommendation: A risk-based approach is recommended for the urban drainage of Bangkok to
support decision making in setting priorities and justifying significant investments in the coming
years.
4.2

Stakeholders

The water management and flood protection in the Bangkok Metropolitan area is under final
responsibility of the BMA. In fact Bangkok Metropolitan is located in the irrigated area of RID. The
Marine Department has responsibility over the Chao Phraya River that flows through Bangkok City.
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Next to these main stakeholders, other authorities, having responsibilities in the water policy, land
use, managing disaster, pollution and industry, also have claimed their responsibility over the
Bangkok water system.
The water system in Bangkok cannot be seen as an isolated water system. The Bangkok water system
is connected to the water system of neighboring provinces such as Sumutrprakan in the southern
area, Samutrsakorn and Nakonprathom in the western part. The northern part is connected to the
water system of Nonthaburi and Pathumthani. The eastern part is connected to the water system of
Chachengchao. Each neighboring province has also the same responsibility to manage their water
system.
BMA has indicated that flood protection in Bangkok area is their task. There have been enormous
developments in the cooperation between these water authorities following the big flood in 2011,
for example the cooperation in data sharing, monitoring, flood early warning systems and
exchanging rainfall data.
It is the nature of any authority that they will act first within their power and responsibility before
cooperating with other authorities when urgent need arises. Since the big flood the BMA has
Figure 15: Delimitation of the Bangkok Metropolitan Area on the drainage map

improved the Bangkok water system, for example construction of the giant drainage tunnel,
installation of flood barriers along Chao Phraya river and Klong Mahasawat, improved the King Dyke
etc. However, it should be noted that virtually all the improvement projects of the BMA are only
focused on the protection of the Bangkok area with less concern about the effect of the measures in
Bangkok on neighboring cities and other authorities. For example the building project of flood
barriers along the Chao Phraya river can lead to a negative effect on water transport by increasing
the water waves. The flood barriers along Klong Mahasawat are blocking the flow pattern from the
Northern area.
Closer cooperation between authorities might help BMA to solve water issues in an integrated and
sustainable way. A proper study of the alternatives might help BMA to decrease the magnitude of
the required investment budget.
Recommendation: As is noticed the flood prevention measures that are implemented in Bangkok are
predominantly focused on the improvement of the discharge capacity. One of the reasons is that
Bangkok has no available land to increase the water storage or to build a retention field. This
problem might be solved if the BMA and the neighboring cities work together. For example the
retention field can be built in a neighboring city of Bangkok. The integrated cooperation and
approach has proven to be the most cost efficient, sustainable and successful method in the
Netherlands.
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4.3

Structural measures

4.3.1 Dikes and barriers

An important observation from the 2011 flood event is that – once the dikes/flood barriers are
overflowing and/or breached with flood water from the Chao Phraya basin – the amount of inflow
can never be drained through the urban drainage system (even if there is no local rainfall as it was
the case in 2011). The volume of water is far too great to be handled properly within the confines of
the city’s discharge capacity of the drainage system. This observation is similar for cities like New
Orleans and other delta cities. Hence, it implies that the flood protection at the outer perimeter (thus
King’s dike and flood barriers along the Chao Phraya River) are the one and only structures to provide
the city protection from the flood hazard coming from the river.
Secondly, the King’s dike and flood barriers along the Chao Phraya River have been and/or are
currently being strengthened. The reviewed documents and discussions during the mission suggest
that the new elevations of these dikes are around 0.5 meter above the 2011 flood levels. Since
various measures will be implemented in the system (and have also been implemented in the system
upstream, e.g. to protect certain assets near Ayutthaya), these flood levels may change. It is
therefore important to make sure that these flood levels are based on state-of-the-art modeling
techniques in which all changes in the system upstream are carefully taken into consideration.
Recommendation: Define/verify carefully the current design flood conditions (and thus new design
elevations of the flood barriers along the Chao Phraya and King’s dike).
From our understanding, the new
elevations of the dikes around
Bangkok will provide the city a 100yr level of protection from river
flooding. As stated in the previous
chapter, this approach may be
transformed into a risk-based
approach. In this approach, the
investments in further upgrading the
King’s dike and flood barrier around
the city must be compared with the
reduction in flood risk.

Bangkok river flood protection level: According to our
information, the probability to flooding after the upgrade of
the King’s dike and flood barrier along the Chao Phraya will be
1/100 years. Suppose that the damage during the 2011 event
will occur for such an (extreme) event (or worse). It implies
that the expected risk is 1/100 x 8 billion US $ = 80 million /
year. The net present value of this risk (discount rate 8%,
growth rate 3%) equals 1.6 billion US $ (indefinite horizon). A
1000-yr level of protection would result in 160 million US$ of
remaining risk. Hence, it is worth considering to upgrade the
level of protection to 1000yrs if the investment costs are less
than 1.4 billion US $ (i.e. 1.6 billion US $ - 160 million US $).
The total length of the flood protection is 200 kilometers. This
would imply 7,000,000 US $ per km at maximum. According
to our assessment, this number looks sufficiently high to raise
the King’s dike and flood barrier to the 1000yr level of
protection.

A very first order of magnitude
calculation suggests that a higher
flood protection standard for
Bangkok is worth considering from
an economical point of view (see text box for details). The example shows that the remaining risk (if
the 100yr flood protection is fully implemented) is still significant. Further investing in flood
protection to a higher standard seems still viable from a cost-benefit point of view. This result is not
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surprising since a similar story holds for many other densely populated delta cities along major rivers.
For example, the Dutch cities (like Nijmegen amongst others, see Chapter 3) along the rivers have a
flood probability of 1/1250 years based on similar considerations.
During a field trip by boat along the Chao Phraya in Bangkok, a few observations have been made
regarding the flood barrier along the east and west bank of the river:
- At certain spots, there are small cracks in the wall on top of the sheetpile foundation. These
cracks obviously need repair work. If the flood water levels are high, these cracks could
potentially create erosion issues at the backside and reduce the overall stability of the wall.
- Along the flood barrier, there are differences visible in the top of wall elevation. Sometimes,
small steps are visible. At other locations, the flood barrier does not look complete with small
gaps in between. It is highly recommended to verify that the elevations are consistent and
also that gaps are fixed/removed from the flood barrier.
- The actual stability and/or piping situation of the flood barrier along the Chao Phraya could
not be assessed. From our experience during the 2011 flooding, but also from other
situations (e.g. New Orleans), we do know that stability and piping can be very important
failure mechanisms during extreme events. These items need special attention during
inspection and maintenance of these structures.

Figure 16: View on the flood barrier of the Chao Phraya River during field trip November 2016.

Once the dike system around Bangkok has been upgraded according to the current plan, it is also
important to set up a good maintenance and monitoring program. This is crucial for the wellfunctioning of the dike system during extreme events. A yearly detailed check of every piece of the
flood barrier and King’s dike is advisable with potential small local fixes afterwards based on the
observations. Next to this, a lesson learned from the Netherlands is that it is important to regularly
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check the dikes against its design standard in view of local settlement, but also increasing water
levels due to climate changes or man-made factors (upstream measures etc.). A 5-year cycle in this
case is advised. If deviations are found, an improvement plan needs to be formulated and
implemented.
Recommendation: Inspection and maintenance of the dike system need to be carried out very
rigorously during high and low water situations. A five year check of the entire dike system around
Bangkok is recommended, including detailed checks on the height, dike profile in view of potential
changes (e.g. subsidence, increased water levels due to climate change and/or changes in the
upstream basin).
4.3.2 Discharge enhancement
Discharge enhancement will be an important form of intervention to achieve a decrease of flood risk
caused by cloud bursts. Traditionally, Bangkok was drained by a network of klongs. Due to soil
subsidence in the city, pumps had to be installed to drain the runoff from the klongs to Chao Phraya
River. With increased densification of the city the peak discharges also increased due to faster runoff
from the streets and buildings. Moreover, the urbanization caused higher temperatures in the city,
leading to an intensification of cloud bursts. Meanwhile there was no longer space available to widen
the existing klongs or build new ones.
For this reason and the fact that Bangkok is very flat, deep tunnels had to be built to drain the deeper
parts of the city and pump excess storm water to Chao Phraya River. Currently there are 7 of such
deep tunnels in operation, each with a diameter of varying from 1 to 5 meter. The construction of 6
new tunnels has been planned, each with a diameter of approximately 5 meter, with associated
pumping stations. The total investment cost of nearly US$ 650 million will be spread over a period of
20 years and depends on budget allocations from the central government for investment in
infrastructure. Although this seems to be a large investment, in comparison with other cities of
similar magnitude and complexity it is rather modest. For this reason, it is recommended to speed up
these investments.
It is concluded that the construction of these new drainage tunnels is a necessity for Bangkok.
However, simultaneously investments are required that enhance the performance of the existing
system. It has been signaled that storm water does not always arrive timely at the inlets of the
tunnels and it will have to be investigated where improvements will be possible, either in the
primary, secondary or tertiary drains. Moreover, maintenance has been signaled as a problem
leading to the conclusion that more attention must be paid on structuring the maintenance schedule
and by making sufficient budgets available and by applying a good IT based registration system to
prove adherence to maintenance schedules.
The existing system could also be used to improve the efficiency of the deep tunnel system by
redistributing the runoff from local cloud bursts over a number of neighboring deep tunnels. To this
end, pumps may have to be installed in klongs to reverse the direction of flow under conditions
where this serves the redistribution of runoff. Such system control should be steered by a further
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improved forecasting system. However, the installation and use of such pumps may be a sensitive
issue, as in Thailand there is a lot of resistance against the diversion of flood water.
Recommendations:
(1) Review and optimize the use of the existing drainage system capacity (e.g. find ways to divert
storm water from the most vulnerable areas, improve maintenance, etc.); and
(2) Continue and speed up investments in the deep drainage tunnel system to release pressure on
the limited capacity of the existing canal system.

4.3.3 Storage improvement and delaying of run-off

Micro-water management systems
Observations in the urban landscape underline a serious storage problem, notably a reduction of
drainage opportunity due to land use transition, from green and retention ponds into concrete sites
and pavement.
Early 2011:

March and August 2015:

Figure 17: Example of the disappearance of natural retention areas in Bangkok

During heavy rainfall over (short) periods the drainage system will (often) not provide sufficient
capacity. Increased water storage, particularly through and with aid of the micro storage systems
would be useful. These encompass:
1. as much as possible reduction of concrete non-permeable
surfaces of road and yards around buildings, preferable both in
existing urban sections and more emphatically in the urban
new development areas
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2. promotion of a water balance in new urban land use plans and in architectural design, balancing
water versus built-up environment and land coverages
3. urban greening, urban forestry, urban agriculture and the likes by
citizens in order to enhance a mix of rain water consumption and
surface drainage, with reduced rain water run-off as result, while
similarly creating ownership and awareness at the community level
4. also roof gardens or vegetated vertical walls contribute to rain
water retention, at least temporarily (during the rainfall),

5. to reduce the prime effects of a rainfall peak, buildings could be fitted with gutters in
combination with separate storage, and so avoiding or reducing usage of the (mixed) sewerage
system.
6. To avoid or reduce drainage through the sewerage system various other storage opportunities
exist. Some are expensive solutions; some are straight forward and relatively cheap to apply.
Moreover, some cities in Thailand already applied such alternative storage facilities, such as
subsurface tanks (Nakhon Ratchasima). The benefit is that stored water can be drained later-on
or reused.
7. Another interesting storage opportunity can be seen from a ecoschool in the Eindhoven region in the Netherlands, It concerns
an ecologic concept. The rainwater precipitates on the playing
and parking areas of the school, drained through the water
permeable (brick) surface into storage devices, directly under
the pavement surface. This water is used inside the school for
toilet flushing, etc. The water is purified with aid of a sand
package under the surface. The storage is sufficiently deep to
keep the water cool, and because the water resides in the dark there is no risk for bacterial
growth or contamination. The school has a double water system and therefore, during dry
periods, if needed, the school switches to the municipal water delivery system. This approach is
best suited for new buildings, and cost effectiveness needs to be established on a case by case
basis.
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8. Extra storage capacity can be created along streets, notably
through the construction of a narrow klong in the midst of
the roads in combination with enhanced water storage
(klong) capacity under the roads. This solution has been
already applied in Thung Song City in Nakhon Sri
Thammarat, where an existing klong, situated in the centre
of the city, has given more than a double capacity in that
way.
9. Accepting integration of land and water as guiding principle, balancing water and built-up
environment and sustainably, explicit efforts of urban
design are recommended. This may include restoring
water bodies in the city, re-open closed klongs, etc.
The City of Dordrecht in the Netherlands became
famous in doing so, bringing back the historical water
and drainage system. The design is particularly
promising as can be seen from the picture because
the canal water level in some back-streets is higher
than the window of the in-house living section.
Recommendation: Improve the water storage within the city; examples at different levels such as
“greening” from houses etc., removal of concrete pavements in urban areas, storage of water
underneath highways.
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4.4

Non-structural measures

4.4.1 Land use and other planning efforts

Because the current land use plan is out of date, it is advisable for BMA to renew at least its land use
comprehensive plan to fix the long term zoning of the overall territory, with considerations for the
further urbanisation in the near and further future. Beyond this comprehensive plan there is an

increasing need for land use specifications, preferably according to the Thai Law on Town and
Country Planning
Figure 18: Bangkok Metropolitan Area land use map
(1975 and
amendments). The two planning levels are necessary efforts to assure as much as possible land &
water integration with necessary attention paid to water balance targets to be realized. The more
specified plan indications are important and basic to the development and design of an effective
drainage master plan.
While the comprehensive plan is a zoning plan, the specific plan can be built up with aid of, and as a
layer upon, cadastral or land office maps. In these maps the basic unit of spatial attention concerns
parcels of land property. Specific planning rules will be directly connected to those land parcels.
Simultaneously that combined map layering (standardly a GIS approach) offers an excellent and
adequate ‘underground’ for drainage system development and master planning.
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In the European Commission financed AsiaUrbs project, specific plan efforts have been done, with
aid of specially developed software. Thai partners included: municipalities such as Thung Song,
provincial authorities of Nakhorn si Thammarat, province of Trang, RID. In this context a land and
water planning exercise was made, looking to the effect of the increasing river water level and the
consequence for adjacent land. This occurred in one of the smaller cities in Ayutthaya province, Sena,
a rather flat area. It concerns an example of such specific plan development.
It has been a starting point to consider the reallocation of certain functions. It has also been used to
consider a protection barrier against the yearly
high water level in the river Noi. Although from a
perspective of urban environmental design
another choice for the making of a protection
dike or wall is advised, the final result is in the
next image.

Organisational features
“Wide areas of Bangkok, Thailand, were flooded
Figure 19: Specific land use map Sena
on 21 June after a period of heavy rain across the
city. The flooding brought traffic to a standstill (..) the rain was short lived, the rain as much as 200
mm and the highest for over 25 years.”(R. Davies in Asia News, 22 June 2016). From other sources it
was found that the event applied to 36 out of 50 Bangkok districts.
Although, under such circumstance, BMA’s major attention in 2016 necessarily has been paid to
urban rainfall and rain floods, it is obvious that the city’s territory is not a separate island. It is part of
a larger area, both administratively, politically and part of a rather large watershed. Bangkok cannot
do the flood risk reduction works on its own. This is also true for Bangkok’s neighbours and therewith
together they have a joint interest. That interest goes beyond consulting committees. In fact it
demands a (voluntary) cooperation through which decisions and measures can be taken. In that
sense a common arrangement with executive mandate is recommended. This may include the
provinces and relevant departments from Pathum Thani unto the Gulf of Thailand (or a bit larger
incorporating the Ayutthaya area too).
This organisational flood risk reduction arrangement could be compared with the long existing
‘Water Boards’ in the Netherlands. These Water Boards are decentralised water management
organisations, responsible for a variety of water affairs and problems. As decentralised government
related organisations, they charge water service taxes from the (land using) inhabitants within their
jurisdiction.
Urban development in the Bangkok area is very fast. Urbanisation is a complex and comprehensive
process. This process requires integration which inside the BMA administration demands smooth
cooperation between all relevant departments and sections. In the case of integrated land and water
planning and management this needs special attention.
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In the current structure of BMA’s organisation as a whole, a relatively large number of city
departments and sections are working on, responsible for, and mandated to survey, inspect, monitor
and responsible for actions to be undertaken. The development of a master drainage plan cannot
adequately be produced without up-to-date land use plans. The resulting drainage plan cannot
function well in case other drainage related tasks are not fulfilled properly and in time. Insufficiently
cleansed (dredged) klongs are counterproductive at moments of crucial drain maximum capacity
needs.
In short, it is recommended to designate certain departments for flood risk reduction, therewith
reducing fragmentation in (preparation of) decision making and execution of required risk reducing
activities.
Efforts to enhance cooperation, de-fragmentation and amalgamation between (public and private)
agencies on flood risk reduction have successfully been undertaken. Eventually, a Trang Watershed
voluntary common arrangement has been established, involving the two provinces of the watershed
and various municipalities therein, RID, HAII and TEI. The arrangement is approved by the Thai
central government, as a common arrangement together with a proposed financial budget. The
replicability of this model for instance for the Bangkok area will depend on the willingness and trust
between the various stakeholders. An active brokering role can help achieve this.

4.4.2 Data information and Flood Forecasting models

Databases
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After the big flood in 2011, the awareness for the need of increased data collection has grown
between 2012 and 2013. Monitoring, data gathering and use of early warning systems have
significantly improved. It was shown in all presentations of the various water stakeholder about their
online monitoring system. The rainfall data, water level, flow, discharge are being monitored
throughout the whole
country. More monitoring
sensors – compared to other
regions - have been installed
in the Chao Phraya river
basin. Moreover the HAII
also uses an impressive
integrated early warning
system which integrates all
the relevant monitoring data
and has presented those data
in the form of early warning
with flood forecasts.
It would be beneficial to also
collect data on the water
system, mainly the structure and condition of the system. It is unclear whether all important data of
the water system are collected or evidence that there is any database system.

Figure 20 Monitoring system RID for Chao Phraya river basin

Figure 21 Example of database system for Lelystad Municipality, The Netherlands

In the Netherlands an
important paradigm is that in
order to get good flood
prevention measures, one
requires good data. All data
used for the calculation,
modelling, design or for
planning must be checked and
verified for accuracy and
timeframe. Most water
stakeholders in the
Netherlands have their own
database package for their
water system. The database

contains all necessary data, such as:







Structure and dimension.
Structure aging and condition.
All level and profile of water system
Land use map and runoff map.
Ground level and on ground structures
Capacity and planning
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Repair and Maintenance record of water system.

This database helps stakeholders to understand their water system, can
provide an overview in their water system, and is the basis for planning.
Planning for repair, operation and maintenance can be made using the
detail of aging and condition and other records. A good database is good
input for the modelling study.
The database should be dynamic which means up to date. The database
should be user-friendly (easy to use, revise, import and export).
Flood Forecasting
Over the past years the rainfall forecasting over Bangkok has improved significantly. Use is being
made of nowcasts based upon radar images, providing estimated rainfall 3 hours ahead. So far, these
data are not being calibrated online by comparing the images with ground station monitoring of
rainfall. In addition, BMA has installed flood sensors along road sides of the most problematic flood
impacted zones. A next step for Bangkok would be the extension of the flood forecasting system with
numerical model simulations.
The system is not connected to the application of hydrological and hydrodynamic models. The use of
such models would be a great step forward in providing early flood and its resulting traffic congestion
warnings. It would also increase the understanding on the behaviour of the drainage system and
indicate ways to improve its functioning. In particular, the connection to these models would open
up ways to draw lessons from hindcasts, using historic event data.
Recommendations:
(1) Develop hydrological and integrated 1D2D hydrodynamic models for the complete area of the
metropole to be used for drainage master planning, forecasting and operational management of the
system; and
(2) Further develop the forecasting system by coupling it with operational hydrological and
hydrodynamic models with data integration of all sources based upon a generic forecasting platform
such as Delft-FEWS;

4.4.3 Awareness

Organisation awareness
Aware that (rain) flood risk reduction can only be effectively and successfully managed in an integral
way, a rationalization of BMA departments and sections involved in this water management would
certainly be needed. This would reduce fragmentation of activities, involvements and mandates. It
will contribute to an opportunity of one Integrated Land and Water Department, including land use
planning, water resources and drainage development, inspection, monitoring and maintenance
Water management in urban areas often, particularly during monsoon rain periods, requires dealing
with very large volumes of water. Therefore it is necessary to maintain the drainage system,
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continuously to cleanse klongs and pumping systems. For this rather obvious objective, substantial
budgets are required, to run (daily) affairs and to be capable to deliver future improvements and to
support urban development adequately.
Urban rain and water proof
The way of treatment of the City of Amsterdam is recommendable to Bangkok. In previous years
Phuket City has also gained some experience in this area. Therefore, in 2014 the City of Phuket
accompanied by staff of the King Prajadhipok’s Institute (KPI) already visited Amsterdam to learn
from the way of work in the Dutch capital city.

Awareness and capacity strengthening
Almost yearly visiting programme of Thai participants
from the King Prajadhipok’s Institute (KPI) main training
programme to the Netherlands and other countries’ to
learn about and observe water management state of
the art. The picture hereafter shows a visit of 150
participants to the New Waterway storm surge barrier.
For professionals it would be useful to participate in
capacity strengthening programmes regarding water
management, and, if possible, also to visit abroad, e.g.
the Netherlands, where extensive information and knowledge building training programmes are
available which are relevant to (rain) flood management.
Financial awareness
Water problems solving activities require financing. These requirements asks for investment
planning, but also cost recovery from regular (local) revenues as a response to delivered services
regarding the mitigation of rainfall flood risks. Collection systems can include property taxation, lands
office property sale taxes, and water flood risk related service tax.
The Thai law in this property taxation consideration offers two applications, notably Land
Development Tax (LDT) and Building and Land Tax (BLT). Picture concerns an example from the
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European Commission’s Asia Urbs Programme AUGILATH, made for Banbung in Chonburi province.
LDT and BLT are directly collected by local authorities (e.g. municipalities).

Figure 22 Example of a yearly applied land parcel calculation for property taxation,
providing opportunity to combine with a possible water service charge for the
finance of (rain) flood risk reduction

Moreover, the transfer of land and buildings is accompanied by transfer tax, paid through the Lands
Offices of the Department of Lands, Treasury Department, Ministry of Finance.
Recommendation: to collect revenues for cost recovery necessitate new financing mechanisms.
Examples could be: water surface charge, a percentage of property taxation, and transfer charges or
taxes.
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5

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND POSSIBLE FOLLOW-UP

5.1

Overall Scope

In the previous chapters a substantial number recommendations have been elaborated to address
the challenges related to flooding in Bangkok, concerning the wider Chao Phraya basin as well as the
Bangkok Metropolitan Area. The overall scope is that increased knowledge and understanding of the
flooding through flood risk analysis can be beneficial, and that from that analysis rational
investments in drainage infrastructure may be arrived at.
Thus the main recommendations are to expand and further build on the existing modeling and
forecasting systems and to apply these to renew the drainage master plan for the Bangkok
Metropolitan Area.
5.2

Summary of Recommendations

5.2.1 Floods in the Chao Phraya basin

Flood events in the Chao Phraya Basin are triggered by the
passages of (multiple) tropical depressions from east to west
dumping a substantial amount of rain. Man-made
interventions such as reservoirs, control structures, drainage
canals, but also deforestation have resulted in significant
changes in the original response of the system to these largescale rain events. After the 2011 flood, various interventions
have been proposed for the Chao Phraya Basin. Based on our
analysis, we recommend the following:
•

•
•

•

Speed up planning, design and execution of flood risk
reduction works, since the current probability of
Figure 23: Chao Phraya basin flooding 2011
flooding remains high
Execute existing no-regret interventions in an
appropriate sequence to prevent possible temporarily increased flood risks
Investigate the possible benefits of additional flood risk reduction options, such as deepening
Chao Phraya River in the highest flood risk zone downstream and enhancing runoff
infiltration in the upstream basin with the additional benefit of reducing drought problems
Taking up basin-wide flood risk mapping using state-of-art models to identify hotspots and
prioritize/justify investments for flood risk reduction and carefully consider the impact of
climate change, preferably as part of a renewal of the outdated Chao Phraya Basin Master
Plan.

5.2.2 Local Urban Flooding

Localized heavy rainfall events in the Bangkok Metropolitan Area (e.g. June 2016), primarily of
convective nature and aggravated by increasing urban heat due to ongoing urban expansion and
densification, regularly cause significant flooding in certain parts of Bangkok. Although the exact
damage is not known, the impact on the citizens and the local
Figure 5: Drainage Tunnel Pumping Station
business is very clear: very severe traffic congestion, flooded
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houses and shops and a standstill of parts of the city for a
few days. There is no space left for new primary drainage
channels or large retention basins, emphasizing the need
to search for peak runoff reduction options. The current
Urban Drainage Master Plan is outdated and it is
recommended that this plan is renewed to address the
following priority issues:
•

•

•
•
•

Review and optimize the use of the existing
drainage system capacity (e.g. find ways to divert
storm water from the most vulnerable areas,
improve maintenance, etc.)
Speed up the development of Hydroinformatics
support to flood risk management and planning in
Bangkok by expanding the water related database Figure24: Drainage Tunnel Pumping Station
and data exchange, numerical simulation
modelling support and early warning to the public
Continue and speed up investments in the deep drainage tunnel system to release pressure
on the limited capacity of the existing canal system
Optimize the use of macro-scale retention and involve local stakeholders to raise awareness
for the implementation of micro-scale multi-purpose retention options
Update the outdated Drainage Master Plan for Bangkok by re-defining flood frequency
standards, flood hazard and risk mapping using state-of-the-art models and using the latest
information about climate change, providing the basis for identifying/prioritizing flood
reduction investments for the next decade.

5.2.3 Potential areas of Thai-Dutch cooperation

During the meetings, reflections have been made on how the situation in the Chao Phraya Basin, in
particular the delta area, and that of the Dutch river deltas, with a view on the many common
problems both countries are facing, could lead to a continued exchange of experience and
cooperation. The Netherlands spends yearly approximately 75 billion Baht (2 billion Euros)
specifically on water management (2012 numbers) next to other water-related expenditures (e.g.
drinking water, waste water treatment). For comparison, Bangkok, with a population of
approximately one third of the population of the Netherlands, spends yearly 1 billion Baht on flood
management. In conclusion, per head of population, Bangkok spends only 4 % of the budget of the
Netherlands on flood management, while the Bangkok area is of enormous strategic importance for
Thailand.
In the Netherlands, these very large investments are prioritized and managed with extensively
developed data management, methodologies, such as flood risk mapping, numerical modelling, and
flood forecasting and early warning. Most of the Hydro-informatics products used have been
developed by parties in the Netherlands.
This knowledge, experience and set of tools can be attractively combined with the knowledge Thai
agencies have about their water systems and flood management infrastructure. Potential areas of
cooperation could be:
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•

•

•

•

Dikes. The Netherlands has approximately 3,500 km of primary and 25,000 km of secondary
dikes, which have been constructed partly hundreds of years ago and inspected and
maintained over centuries. These dikes are located in a deltaic area, similar to the Lower
Chao Phraya Basin. There are common problems, such as dike stability issues, piping, dike
design height, dike inspection, etc. which form a rich basis for joint studies. Hydroinformatics support is playing an important role in the current management of dikes (see
figure);
Flood management infrastructure planning. The Netherlands is under flood threat along
their coasts, rivers and in the urban environment. Planning of new infrastructure is based on
a systematic analysis of required protection criteria and optimum investment strategies
following prioritization of the execution of works. Planning is supported by tools, such as
hydrological and hydrodynamic modelling systems which have been developed in the
Netherlands to support the large investments and which are being used over the whole
world. For example, the Delft3D modelling system is the hydrodynamic simulation tool of
preference in the USA. The Netherlands has played a key role in the flood protection
planning of the City of New Orleans after the devastating passage of Hurricane Katrina.
Jointly with Thai agencies, the best strategy for the flood development of flood
infrastructure, such as diversion canals, newly designed canals, retention basins, dredging,
etc. for the Chao Phraya Basin could be further detailed. Similarly, the problems of the
metropolitan area of Bangkok could be addressed. Usually such analysis is based on Master
Plan development, where the strategy for
investments and institutional
arrangements for a few decades is set out;
Flood forecasting and early warning.
Flood threats in the Netherlands have led
to the need to develop generic flood
forecasting systems. The principal product
is the generic flood forecasting platform
Delft-FEWS, which allows for the
connection of a wide variety of sources of
meteorological data, such as ground stations, weather radar, numerical weather model
results and satellite images. It also allows for the connection of a large variety of hydrological
and hydrodynamic models, including, for example, the MIKE suite, InfoWorks, SOBEK, HECRAS, etc. This platform would allow Thailand to use all of their systems and products
developed so far, while enabling further developments of the forecasting tools with lower
investment costs. The Delft-FEWS platform forms the basis for flood forecasting systems
covering the complete area of, e.g. the USA, Australia and the UK;
Micro-retention options in the urban environment. Cities in the Netherlands have
benefitted from a systematic search for local retention possibilities for storm water, by
investigating the potential of a multiple use of space. While already applying this approach as
a common principle in urban storm water management, the Netherlands have developed
methodologies to involve local communities in such search, realizing that public support is
essential in the realization of sufficient retention volume. With many contributions of this
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•

kind the need for large infrastructural works, such as additional pump capacity, can be
reduced or delayed. The methodology has been applied successfully in New Orleans, for
example. The joint participation of Bangkok, Thailand and Rotterdam, the Netherlands in the
100 Resilient Cities program may provide opportunities for enhanced cooperation;
Dredging. The continuous attention in the Netherlands for managing flood risk reduction,
problems even more severe than in Thailand as most flood occur during cold winter periods
with much more risk to life than under similar hazard conditions as in Thailand, has led to the
development of dredging technology which ranks among the highest in the world. The Dutch
expertise could be very useful to reduce flood risks for the Lower Chao Phraya Basin with its
high density population and industrial zones. Joint expertise could be built up with the Thai
private sector to arrive at cost-effective flood management
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ANNEX A – DRR-TEAM

Dutch Risk Reduction Team: reducing the risk of water related disasters
Many countries around the world face severe water threats. Often, these countries are in
urgent need of expert advice on how to prevent a disaster or how to recover from a
calamity. For instance, when a country has been struck by severe floodings and the first
emergency relief workers have gone, the need for advice on how to build a sustainable and
safer water future arises. To meet these needs with a swift response, the Dutch
government has initiated the Dutch Risk Reduction Team (DRR-Team). This team of
experts advises governments on how to resolve urgent water issues related to flood risks,
water pollution and water supply, to prevent disasters or to rebuild after water related
disasters. With climate change and a fast growing world population, water issues are
becoming more urgent. As a country renowned for its’ expertise on water and delta
management, the Netherlands feels a responsibility to share its’ knowledge worldwide.
That is just what the DRR-Team does; sharing expertise with governments to come up
with the best possible approach/solutions for tackling urgent water issues. Because of the
unique cooperation between government and sector, the best experts can be fielded
quickly. The Dutch government offers a specific number of advisory missions each year.

Advice for all water issues
The Netherlands has brought its best water experts together in the Dutch Risk Reduction
Team. It consists of high level advisors supported by a broad base of technical experts who
can provide top quality and tailor made expertise to governments that are confronted with
severe and urgent water challenges. The Dutch are experts in adapting to water in a
changing world; from delta management to water technology, from urban planning to
governance, public private partnerships and financial engineering.

How does the DRR-Team work?
Governments that have to deal with an urgent water issue are encouraged to contact the
Dutch embassy in their region. The embassy will liaise quickly with the Dutch government.
Interventions will only take place after a request from a central government has been
received by the Dutch government, and after a recent calamity or to prevent a threatening
disaster. The DRR-Team does not focus on emergency relief, but on sustainable solutions.
If the decision to respond to the request is made, relevant Dutch experts will be rapidly
fielded to the area that is under pressure. Together with the government and local experts,
the situation will be assessed and analysed after which the team will come up with a set of
recommendations. For example advice on technical interventions including immediate
measures and long term sustainable solutions, advice on governance and advice on
financing options. The DRR-Team enables a foreign government to take action on the basis
of sound advice and expertise.
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ANNEX B – TEAM MEMBERS
Ben Lamoree
Is an experienced team leader, facilitator and coach – has worked in 16 countries. He is a strategic
adviser to the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Netherlands Embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
He is the coordinator on behalf of the Netherlands government of a comprehensive urban
development program and investment plan in the city of Beira, Mozambique, Africa
Mathijs van Ledden
Holds a PhD from Delft University of Technology in Civil Engineering and a MBA degree from Tulane
University in New Orleans. He works as a senior expert in the fields of coastal and river flood
challenges and has been involved in various national and international projects related to coastal and
river flooding. He has been assisting the US Army Corps of Engineers with the 100-year levee design
around the city after Hurricane Katrina in the period 2006 - 2011. He has assisted the Thai
Government in the flood emergency response operations during the severe Thailand flooding in
2011. Because of his flooding expertise he has been appointed as new UNDAC member to be part of
the UN disaster response teams for natural disasters such as floodings (e.g. in Serbia in 2014).
Recently he has been working on large coastal and river projects in Colombia, Singapore, Phillippines.
Adri Verwey
Has worked all of his professional career in the international arena, founded on the Dutch tradition
of dealing with floods. He worked as Associate Professor at UNESCO-IHE in Delft, as an advisor and
software developer at the Danish Hydraulics Institute (MIKE suite) and as Urban Flooding Specialist at
Deltares, the Netherlands, where he was also responsible for many years for the further
development of the SOBEK modelling system. Currently he is mainly involved in World Bank projects
dealing with urban flooding (Vietnam, Haïti, Brazil, Mozambique). During the 2011 floods in the Chao
Phraya Basin he assisted the Thai Government in reducing the flood risks.
George Gerard van der Meulen
George van der Meulen (Compuplan Knowledge Institute) is a scientist with a background of geoinformatics in general, and specialised in the fields of Integrated Land & Water, land use planning,
(hazardous) solid waste logistics, and, urban finance. In all these fields he has extensive project
experience in Thailand. His scientific career is connected with the Eindhoven University of
Technology, Chulalongkorn University, Asian Institute of Technology and King Prajadhipok’s Institute.
During about 34 years he visited Thailand yearly several times for teaching and research projects. The
research and capacity strengthening projects have been organised and substantially (co-) financed by
UN-Habitat/UNDP, European Commission through its AsiaUrbs programme, Netherlands
Government, Netherlands Universities, Federation for International Cooperation, (NUFFIC) and the
Asian Development Bank.
About the last 10 years he was invited for several presentations which addressed primarily water
management in the Netherlands and in Thailand, particularly for the Netherlands Alumni Association
Thailand (NAAT), the Faculty of Architecture and Planning (APTU), and the Town & Country Planning
Section of DPT/MoI.
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Anurat Kaeocha
Anurat Kaeocha is a water consultant specialist in urban water management. He has worked in the
Netherlands for almost 8 years dealing with city floods and flood prevention for big infrastructure. He
has experience in database management, modelling and monitoring for urban water system. Anurat
Kaeocha is from Thailand, and understands the local water problems. Therefore he also functioned
as a liaison during this mission.
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ANNEX C – TERMS OF REFERENCE

Introduction
Background & Request
Occasion
Official requests for support from the DRR-Team on the themes of flood risk management (July 1st
2016 – by Thailand Department of Water Resources / DWR) and urban drainage issues (July 26th
2016 – by Bangkok Metropolitan Administration / BMA ) were sent to the Dutch Government in July
2016.
Background and request
Recent floods and drought, water pollution and increasing demand for water clearly show the need
for an integrated development of water resources and management in Thailand. While important
steps have been taken by the Thai government, many institutional, regulatory and budgetary
issues remain.
The major floods of 2011 along the Chao Phraya and Mekong river basins, affecting almost 14
million people, resulted in an estimated damage of around USD 46 billion. The flood protection
levels in Thailand are relatively low. Bangkok has a 1% probability of major floods over a period of
100 years, which is relatively high compared to other countries in the region. Most recently, June
2016, major flooding occurred in Bangkok as a result of 200 mm rain in less than 24 hours.
The Prime Minister has confirmed the Thai government’s determination to revamp the entire flood
drainage system in Bangkok. In past years the improvement of the drainage system has been
conducted in a selective manner, preventing the flood problem from being solved effectively. Plans
are currently on the table to give the entire system a facelift as a long-term solution. He added
that the flood prevention work under the responsibility of the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
is a long-term project that requires a great amount of time and budget.
Besides the heavy monsoon, the main causes for the floods are the decline of flood retention and
flood plains areas due to urbanisation and intensification of the agricultural sector in particular. In
addition, increased (illegal) deforestation in the river basin areas has increased the number of flash
floods, erosion and landslides.
Furthermore, water shortages in Bangkok have resulted in the over-pumping of groundwater
resulting in land subsidence, which increases flood risk even further.
Most recently, a Partners-for-Water funded study was performed by Deltares, RHDHV, Van Oord,
BAM and Rebel Group, on flood risk management planning for Thailand and presented to Thai
counterparts in August 2013. While much goodwill was created with that report, eventually our
recommendations used for input into a large flood risk management tender were shelved after
political changes in Thailand. A DRR-Mission will help rebuild some of the momentum created.
The 2013 report was extensive and many of the flood risk management recommendations in that
report can be applied to the Bangkok delta situation.
Thailand national context
Two requests were received – from Thai National Authorities and from the Bangkok Metropolitan
administration. In an effort to ensure complete transparency between the National counterparts
and the Bangkok authorities, the Embassy has confirmed National agreement with (and support
for) a Bangkok drainage-focused DRR-Mission.
1. Mission specifications
Scope (November 21 – 25 2016 )
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Objective and Focus Topics:
Taking in to consideration that the mission will only cover 5 days, and to prevent potential overlap
and create complementary information to the 2013 Report, it has been decided that the mission
team will focus on urban drainage issues in and around the Bangkok region.
The overall objective is to assist the Thai / Bangkok Government with an evaluation of existing
plans, strategies and infrastructure and to provide advice on short, medium and long-term
adaptation and mitigation options to improve urban drainage in Bangkok. The following topics –
mutually discussed and decided by Thai and Dutch counterparts - were specified as areas of
importance by the BMA (see also official request dd July 26 2016):
1) Water management in lowland Delta cities, identifying impacts of climate change-related
changes, such as more extreme weather events (intense rainfall) and tidal influences,
particularly in the urban area
2) Inventory of existing urban water retention capacity and design advice / recommendations
for an increase of overall water storage capacity within the area of Bangkok
3) Flood risk scenarios, with specific emphasis on flood forecasting and early-warning systems
and related communication with residents
4) Urban modeling options and assessment under various climate scenarios and advice on
related flood risk protection profiles
5) State of current flood protection infrastructure– specific focus on the dike at the Chao
Phraya river banks - within the urban region and options for risk mitigation (both hard &
soft infrastructure options to be considered)
2. Planning, Objectives and Deliverables:
a. Output / Deliverables
As a joint effort of the team, the mission has to result in the provision of the following reports:
1) A concise summary of the visit of maximum 2 pages, which can be used for publication on
websites of EKN and RVO.nl/drrteam.nl within 2 weeks after the mission has ended. Each
expert is to deliver text with highlights on ½ A4 to the teamleader;
2) One mission report – addressed to the requesting authority – to include at least the
following elements:
o

o

Recommendations based on mission objectives outlined on page 2 for the BMA
and/or the National Thai authorities (DWR) with:

A management summary;

A description of the conducted activities (meetings, field trips,etc. incl.
organisations, contactdetails) in the annex;

A conclusion highlighting main findings and key recommendations

The draft report will be reviewed by DRR-Coordination and Regieteam
member(s) – Feedback will be collected by RVO and provided in a consistent
and timely manner, upon which DRR-Team can finalize the report (target
deadline for the first draft is no longer than 3 weeks upon mission return).
Each expert has to provide a chapter as input for the report to the team leader
covering the bullets above including the aspects mentioned for each expert on next
page 4.
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3) An overview document – addressed to the DRR - highlighting opportunities for the Dutch
Water Sector, identifying following:
o Short – medium and long-term interventions
o Appropriate Thai counterpart for each opportunity
o Potential Dutch companies (or sub-sector) that would benefit from presented
opportunity
o A priority in opportunities
Each expert is to prepare her or his overview and submits this to the teamleader. He will
combine the overviews and delivers the report to RVO.
With regards to the reporting, the following standards are maintained:
•
The findings and recommendations shall be presented in a reader friendly and
professional manner and may include illustrations and photos;
•
An electronic version of the final report along with all the relevant annexes;
•
All reports and communication will be in the English language, including a management
summary.

3. Required expertise
It is proposed that the mission consists of 1 Dutch team leader, and 3 experts (supplemented with
1 local Thai expert and 1 local Thai logistics and language facilitator to be selected using different
funding / procedure). Local coordination is done by Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok. The mission
will be accompanied where possible by Embassy staff members.
Selection of experts: The team members will be selected based on expertise required and
described as below. Specific preference is given to experts with regional and possibly Thailandspecific experience.

Team profiles
Requirements for all team members:
•
Able to rapidly assess situations and data and provide conceptual and practical solutions
sensitive to the local context
•
Ability to be a relevant sparring partner for the Thai officials and to provide feedback on
existing plans and ideas, as well as provide input for suitable alternatives
•
Excellent presentation and reporting skills in English
•
Familiarity and practical experience with the Thailand / Bangkok region
•
Fluent in English
Urban Water Management – Team Leader
•
Senior expert with international experience in urban drainage and flood protection
measures, conceptual solutions and institutional setting
•
The TL will lead the team, coordinate with Embassy, facilitate group discussions, present
overall conclusions and recommendations, coordinate reporting
1) Flood Risk and Protection Levels Expert
•
Senior expert with international experience in urban drainage and flood protection
measures, conceptual solutions and institutional setting.
•
Senior expert on adaptive flood risk management with experience in determining flood
risks and protection levels in the urban context, with specific relation to rainfall patterns,
upstream water abstraction, tidal influence; options for structural and non-structural
measures
o At the end of the mission the expert will: Present an Overview of potential Flood
Management strategies and a preliminary analysis of preferred Flood Protection
Levels for Bangkok
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2) Flood Protection Infrastructure Expert
•
Senior expert with international experience in flood protection and flood prevention
infrastructure. Able to provide solutions such as retention basins and bank protection
measures including conceptual design and rough costing of infrastructure
o At the end of the mission the expert will: Present design options for water retention
areas within the larger Bangkok region and an assessment of flood prevention
infrastructure at banks of Chao Phraya River and recommendations for
interventions
3) Urban Water System Modelling Expert
•
Senior expert with experience in the modelling of urban river and drainage systems, flood
early warning systems
o At the end of the mission the expert will: Present Advice on modelling options for
flood forecasting and FEWS techniques within Bangkok delta

4. Timing
The mission should take place between 20/11/2016 and 26/11/2016. This mission will take 5
days (5 days mission, 2 days travel).
5. Contact
Contracting of the experts will be conducted by Netherlands Enterprise Agency
(RVO.nl). All documents should be sent to administratiepvw@rvo.nl with a cc to
Arjan.braamskamp@rvo.nl.
Annex A: Background information
Annex B: DRR-Team
Annex C: Budget guidelines
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ANNEX D – MISSION PROGRAMME

Tentative Program of Dutch Risk Reduction Team visit to Thailand
21-25 November 2016

Date
Monday
21
November
2016

Activity (Theme of the day)
Theme: official opening and
introductions by DRR-Team and
relevant Thai authorities
8:30 - 9:00 hrs: Registration

Venue
Department of
Water Resources
(Saichon Room, 9th
Floor)

Participants
Representatives from
DWR, BMA RID,
DDPM, DMCR, DPT,
MD, GISTDA, HAII,
DRR-Team, and the
Netherlands Embassy

9:00 - 9:25 hrs: Opening by Director
General of DWR, Governor of Bangkok
(tentative) and Chargé d’Affaires of the
Netherlands Embassy 1
9:25 – 9:40 hrs: Introduction of DRR-Team
by DRR-Team Leader 2
9:40 – 10:00 hrs: Coffee break
10:00 - 12:00 hrs: Presentations by Thai
authorities (first part): factors in and outside
the Bangkok Metropolitan Region, affecting
the urban drainage situation inside
Bangkok:

•
•
•
•
•
•

10:00 - 10:20
10:20 - 10:40
10:40 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:20
11:20 - 11:40
11:40 - 12:00

BMA
DWR
RID
DMCR
DPT
Q&A

12:00 - 13:00: Networking luncheon
13:00 - 14:40: Presentations by Thai
authorities (second part): factors in and
outside the Bangkok Metropolitan Region,
affecting the urban drainage situation inside
Bangkok:

•
•
•
•
•

1
2

13:00 - 13:20 MD
13:20 - 13:40 DDPM
13:40 - 14:00 GISTDA
14:00 - 14:20 HAII
14:20 - 14:40 Q&A

Possibly presence of Thai media
Possibly presence of Thai media
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Date

Activity (Theme of the day)

Venue

Participants

14:40- 15:00: Coffee break
15:00 -15:30: Comments by DRR-Team
Tuesday
22
November
2016

Theme: field visits / inspections in
Bangkok, especially in the most affected
areas and discussions with officials /
experts involved

BMA and several
sites within the
Bangkok
Metropolitan Region

BMA (Dept. of
Drainage and
Sewerage), DWR,
DRR-Team and the
Netherlands Embassy

Chao Phraya Dam,
Rama VI Dam and
area outside
Bangkok

RID, DWR and the
Netherlands Embassy

Hydro and Agro
Informatics Institute

HAII, BMA-officials,
DRR-Team and the
Netherlands Embassy

Department of
Water Resources
(Saichon Room, 9th
Floor)

Representatives from
DWR, RID, DDPM,
DMCR, DPT, MD,
BMA, GISTDA, HAII
(DG’s or Director’s
level and experts),

9:00 - 12:00 hrs: Field visits / inspections in
Bangkok (including BMA Flood Control
Center) with Dept. of Drainage and
Sewerage, BMA
13:00 -17:00 hrs: Field visits / inspections
in Bangkok with Dept. Drainage and
Sewerage, BMA//drainage systems –
critical points during heavy rain – data
management and operational implications 3
Wednesday
23
November
2016

Theme: Field visit / inspections at
locations/sites outside Bangkok, affecting
the urban drainage situation inside
Bangkok
9:00 -17:00 hrs: Field visits / inspections at
Chao Phraya Dam, Rama VI Dam and
relevant area outside the Bangkok
Metropolitan Region 4

Thursday
24
November
2016

Theme: risk monitoring, prediction and
early-warning with the help of IT, data
analysis, and modelling.
9:00-9:20 hrs: Opening statements by
Director or Deputy Director of the HAII
and Team Leader DRR-Team
9:20- 11:00 hrs: Expert discussions
Theme: presentation of preliminary
conclusions by DRR-Team
13:00 - 15:00 hrs: presentation of
preliminary conclusions by DRR-Team,
followed by discussion with the Thai
authorities

3
4

Possibly presence of (Thai) media during part of the field visits
Possibly presence of (Thai) media during part of the field visits
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Date

Activity (Theme of the day)

Friday
25
November
2016

Theme: a presentation of the preliminary
results
12:00 -13:30 hrs: Welcoming by Embassy
representative, followed by networking
luncheon

Venue

Netherlands
Embassy /
Netherlands
Residence

13:30 -15:00 hrs: Presentation of
preliminary results by DRR-Team

Participants
DRR-Team and the
Netherlands Embassy
Representatives from
DWR, BMA RID,
DDPM, DMCR, DPT,
MD, BMA, GISTDA,
HAII (DG’s or
Director’s level), DRRTeam and the
Netherlands Embassy

15:00 – 15:30 hrs: Discussion and Q&A
15:30 – 16:00 hrs: Press conference (Thai
media) about the scope of the mission and
planned activities 5
16:00 – 16:15 hrs: Group photo in Embassy
garden

5

Press conference is optional and only if desired by the Thai authorities
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ANNEX E – STAKEHOLDERS IN THE WATER SECTOR IN THAILAND

Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA)
profile: The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) is organized in accordance with the
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration Act 1985, to be responsible for the management of the city of
Bangkok. It is the sole organization at the local authority level responsible for the well-being of
Bangkok residents with some financial support from the central government. The BMA comprises of
two main bodies: the Governor and the Bangkok Metropolitan Council.
The Bangkok Metropolitan Council comprises of elected members. The number of member depends
on the number of the Bangkok population. One member represents one hundred thousand people.
Currently there are 60 members. The Bangkok Metropolitan Council is, in fact, the legislative body,
which usually takes care of making local laws, ordinances, regulations, rules and by-laws as measures
of city development and management, and management. The Council also acts as the representative
of Bangkok’s population to indirect control of the performance of the city administration tasks and to
ask for its explanation.
The existing institutional framework of BMA is divided into 3 offices 16 Departments and 50 district
offices . The 3 offices are namely; the Secretary to the Governor, the Bangkok Metropolitan Council
and the Civil Service Commission of the BMA. The 16 Department is responsible for planning,
management, supervision, monitoring and evaluation whereas the District Office operates field work.
The sixteen departments mostly cover the BMA’s functions specified by laws; city planning,
environment, education, strategy and evaluation, public works, social development, health and etc.
Each district office also provides services related to the city's mentioned functions at the district
level.
Website: www.bangkok.go.th
Department of Water Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (DWR)
profile: The Department of Water Resources as the core agency for the national water resources
under the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment was established under the Bureaucratic
Reform Act 2002 on 3 December 2002. The service delivery targets are to establish basin-based
water resources management system in order to be able to supply adequate water for consumption
and production; to conserve and rehabilitate water resources and to provide surveillance and
warning system for water disaster, which emphasizes on participation of all stakeholders in all
sectors.
Functions and responsibilities: recommends for developing policy, plans and measures regarding
water resources. This includes administrative management, development, conservation,
rehabilitation, control, oversight, supervision, coordination, monitoring, and performance measure
and problem solution for water resources. The Department also develops standard setting
techniques and facilitates transfer of water resources technology at overview and watershed levels
for unique and sustainable water resource management. Details are listed below:
- Be a core agency in recommending policy, master plans and measures for the administrative
management, development, conservation, rehabilitation, usage, and solution of problems regarding
water resources. This includes supervising and coordinating their implementation;
- Publish guidelines for formulating action plans on administrative management, conservation and
rehabilitation of water resources, with public participation;
- Study, research, develop, conserve and rehabilitate water resources;
- Monitor and measure performance of water resource administrative management, through policy,
master plans, action plans and measures at the national and watershed levels;
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- Develop a water resource database and GIS network;
- Develop or make recommendations for improving and rectifying laws, rules and regulations
regarding national water resource administrative management;
- Enhance, disseminate and promote the transfer of technology benefiting water resources.
Campaign to increase the understanding of organizations and stakeholders regarding water
resources to build public awareness of their importance;
- Cooperate with foreign countries and international organizations regarding water resources;
- Promote, support and advise on techniques, standards and rules followed by government agencies
and local administrative organizations for water resources administrative management; and
- Perform other functions, as required by law, observing the authority and duty of the Department of
Water Resources or as designated by the Ministry or the Cabinet.
website: www.dwr.go.th
Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, Ministry of Interior (DDPM)
profile: DDPM was founded in 2002 (under the Civil Defense Act 1979, per the National Safety
Council Regulation of 1995).
Function and responsibilities:
- Establish disaster prevention and civil defense systems, and creation of disaster awareness
throughout Thailand.
- Direct and implement disaster mitigation and civil defense activities systematically, rapidly, equally,
and thoroughly, wherever disasters occur.
- Procure materials, equipment, vehicles, and machineries dispensable for disaster prevention,
mitigation, suppression, and for victims’ assistance.
- Rehabilitate damaged public utilities, treat the victims of physical and psychological trauma, restore
victims’ livelihood, necessities, and occupations.
- Integrate disaster prevention and mitigation system, plans, and implement and follow-up with an
evaluation of other internal and international organizations.
Duties and responsibilities:
- Formulate policy, guidelines, and criteria for disaster management.
- Study, analyze, research, and develop the prevention and disaster mitigation systems.
- Develop information technology system for disaster prevention, warning, and mitigation.
- Mobilize peoples’ participation to establish disaster prevention and mitigation projects and
activities.
- Arrange training and exercises in disaster prevention and mitigation, rehabilitation of disaster areas,
and in assisting victims as stated by law.
- Promote, support and carryout disaster prevention and mitigation activities, provide assistance to
the victims and rehabilitate devastated areas.
- Direct and coordinate the operation of assisting victims and rehabilitate the areas devastated by
large-scale or high magnitude disasters.
- Coordinate the assistance of international organizations in disaster prevention mitigation and
rehabilitation.
- Perform any other function required by law or assigned by the Minister of Interior or the Cabinet.
Information used: Information about area affected by flood, drought, storm, and toxic chemicals,
Landslide project, some GIS data developed, boundary information, and demographic information.
- Develops an information technology system for disaster prevention, warnings, and mitigation.
DDPM provided information support to NDWC by installing baseline data, such as demographic,
boundary, and base mapping.
website: www.disaster.go.th
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Department of Marine and Coastal Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
(DMCR)
Functions and responsibilities: performs resources management of marine and coastal flora and
fauna including mangrove forests through conservation and rehabilitation. The operation is to secure
abundance of resources and ecological balances in order to promote national economy and society
development. Details are listed below:
1) Formulate managerial policy and planning in order to perform marine and coastal resources
rehabilitation and conservation;
2) Amend rules, regulations in order to improve operations and to cover wider area of resource
management. Actions are to focus on marine and coastal rehabilitation and conservation for
sustainable uses;
3) Supervise measures and to review resources and efficiency of performance management;
4) Encourage researches on marine and coastal resources in order to support conservation and
rehabilitation including those are rare and endangered flora and fauna;
5) Identify marine and coastal issues and sites to be valuable and beneficial on resource protection
and preservation;
6) Promote understanding and awaring of threat and degradation of marine and coastal resources
and to inspire public participation on resource rehabilitation and conservation;
7) Serve as a focal point and net working on marine and coastal resources operation;
8) Serve as international arena on marine and coastal resources collaboration both international
organization and international governmental level; and
9) Perform other functions, as required by law, observing the authority and duty of the Department
of Marine and Coastal Resources or as designated by the Ministry or the Cabinet.
website: www.dmcr.go.th
Department of Public Works and Town & Country Planning, Ministry of Interior (DPT)
profile: DPT is responsible for urban development and planning as well as building standards and
controls. Its mission is to create a better environment and a superior quality of life. In July 2002, the
Thai Cabinet finally mandated the DPT to develop comprehensive land use planning processes
throughout the country.
Thailand’s overall development strategy is segmented into national, regional, provincial and
city/town, community levels. At the national, regional and provincial levels, master plans are created
to provide a broad development framework for city/town and community levels. Local and
community development plans address specific implementation issues and comply with overall
master plans. The DPT has also been involved with special planning projects including the
Suvarnabhumi Aerotropolis residential and industrial area developments as well as master planning
for Tsunami hit areas.
Priorities issues:
- Preparing protection and mitigation plans for high-risk natural disaster areas, especially all river
basin areas. The plan will include designated disaster risk zones, control permits and flood warning
systems.
- Conserving and rehabilitating natural resources such as forests, watershed and coastal areas by
rehabilitating forests, determining buffer zones between community, forests and beaches;
developing land use plans for coastal zones in Bangkok, Samut Prakarn and the southern region.
- Developing rural communities through land use planning by conserving productive agricultural
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lands, providing convenient and fast communication networks and developing water resources for
agriculture and industry.
website: www.dpt.go.th
Geo-Informatics and Space Technology Development Agency (Public Organization), Ministry of
Science and Technology (GISTDA)
profile: GISTDA operates ground receiving stations to acquire data from leading remote sensing
satellites. Images are archived in standard formats and media, available for users worldwide. GISTDA
also coordinates with some related agencies to study and analyze satellite images for various
applications. In addition, this public organization operates the maritime environmental monitoring
system, “Sea Watch.” The program started in 1991. Currently, three bouys are operational. GISTDA
provides satellite images, orthophotos, image maps, and selected geo-information.
website: www.gistda.or.th
Hydro and Agro Informatics Institute, Ministry of Science and Technology (HAII)
profile: HAII has developed Thailand’s hydro-information data warehouse for water resource
management. The data warehouse accommodates the statistical data, policies, and incident records
sourced from the Royal Irrigation Department and Meteorological Department; as well as other
related information including weather data such as the tropical typhoon data from the University of
Hawaii, satellite images from GOES9, rainfall maps from the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and
the real-time data collected from more than 300 telemetering weather stations, developed and
installed by HAII, throughout Thailand. The climate change information from European Union (EU)
will also be added to form the Data Grid. The Data Server system, where the Data Grid will be
housed, can store 8 Terabytes of data and can be expanded to 20 Terabytes. The current usage on
the system is approximately 300 Gigabytes. HAII’s Data Grid promotes the collaboration and
information sharing in a wider aspect, forming a Data Grid System valuable for further research on
meteorological and water resource management, including emergency warning, in Thailand.
website: www.haii.or.th
The Thai Meteorological Department, Ministry of Science and Technology (TMD)
profile: TMD falls under the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology. It was
established in 1923 as Thailand’s meteorological and statistical organization. TMD is a key
information provider to the NDWC for both weather and earthquake data. Currently, the total staff
of TMD is approximately 900. The Department’s main office is located in Bangkok and consists of an
Administration Unit, National Forecast Center, Development and Research Unit, Telecommunication
Center, as well as a unit for the maintenance of its observation network. TMD is organized into two
divisions, four service bureaus, and four regional centers.
The two divisions of TMD include:
1.Meteorological Telecommunication and Information Division – maintains the telecommunications
network for the national and international exchange Meteorological data utilizing the World
Meteorological Organization/Global Telecommunications System.
2. Meteorological Telecommunication and Information Division – maintains Meteorological
equipment to international standards.
TMD has weather stations in most provinces throughout Thailand. The provincial stations provide
weather updated every three hours to TMD in Bangkok. Weather information related to aviation is
updated hourly. The Department utilizes data from a number of sources, including Doppler radar,
satellite imagery (visible and infrared), and weather stations located throughout the country, and
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from the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). TMD posts weather radar and satellite imagery,
and other weather-related information products such wind speed, temperature, and rainfall on its
website, which is periodically updated.
Geophysics information: TMD operates a seismic network consisting of 14 analog and 11 digital
seismometers, three of which are broadband. It also obtains seismic data from U.S. Geological Survey
by e-mail and from their website. Additionally, TMD automatically receives tsunami warning bulletins
from the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center and the Japan Meteorological Agency by fax, email, GTS,
and hotline (dedicated phone), if the magnitude of the earthquake is greater than 6.5. TMD
provides information both weather and earthquake data. The four service bureaus of TMD provide
weather and monitoring services to each of the regions of TMD, and to aviation and transportation
authorities.
website: www.tmd.go.th
Royal Irrigation Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (RID)
profile: RID falls under the Department Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. RID is responsible
for providing, storing and conserving, regulating, and distributing water and releasing or allocating
water for agriculture, energy, domestic consumption, and industry. RID’s responsibility also includes
the prevention of damage caused by water and inland navigation within irrigation areas.
Operates 173 telemetered stations to obtain real-time data of water levels at dams, water sheds and
along river systems. RID uses this information to compare the annual average water levels to real
time values. During Emergency event, the data can be updated from every hour to every 15 minutes.
The data is collected manually and forwarded to one of eight TMD regional data facilities The data
also goes to 16 Royal Irrigation Department offices around the country, including Bangkok.
Duties and responsibilities (office of hydrology and water management):
- Policy making and planning for the implementation plan in hydrology and water management.
- Formulation of hydrological criteria for the operation of irrigation projects. Investigation and
compilation of data on hydrology, meteorology, sediment, and water quality in natural water
resources and in irrigation projects.
- Study, analysis, and development of water management by modern technology for proper planning
of water management of particular irrigation projects.
- Planning, research, studies, and experiments on crop irrigation water requirements for suitable
planning of water resources development and water distribution of particular areas.
- Planning, implementation, and development for utmost efficiency of water forecast.
- Processing and compilation of basic data and statistics on hydrology, meteorology, water
management, agriculture, etc. for irrigation purposes. Dissemination and technical advice on
hydrological information.
- Cooperation with or support to the operation of other offices and divisions as assigned by the
Department.
website: www.rid.go.th
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ANNEX F - DAILY REPORTS

Monday 21 Nov 2016 (@Department of Water Resources)
Deputy Director General
DWR,
Assistant Permanent
Secretary BMA

Guillaume Teerling
Charge d’Affaires Netherlands
Embassy
Ben Lamoree
DRR-Team Leader
Sirichai Chongtragul
shongtragul@yahoo.com
Director of Main Drainage
System Development
Division, BMA

Welcome, opening remarks. Bangkok is flood prone area with an
elevation just above mean sea level. The city severely flooded in
2011. The Netherlands has good experience with water
management. BMA is thankful for this team and support. This
week is a platform to exchange knowledge and experience.
Collaboration between Thailand and the Netherlands in water
management goes back for a long time. Mr Van der Heijden
assisted the Thai early 20th century as water management advisor.
More recently, the Dutch also supported during the 2011 flood.
The DRR-Team members are introduced. Furthermore, the
assignment with the 5 goals is discussed. Key questions are:
understand causes / impacts of flooding, current management
plans, joint discovery of way forward, expectations from agencies,
and frank and open dialogues.
Bangkok has a size of 1568 km2 in total with 50 administrative
districts. The registered population is 5.7 Million, but many
unregistered people. The city produces 31% of the national GDP.
The 2011 flood has huge impact on Thailand. The damage of 2011
flood was 296 Billion Baht (8.4 billion US $) in Bangkok of which
58% industrial (total damage in Thailand estimated at 45 billion
US $). Damage very high compared to prevention cost.
Three types of actions are taken to reduce risk: 1. Improve
existing systems – dredge canals and retaining areas. 2. Bang Sue
drainage tunnel and several others, drain Rama 9 into Saen Sap,
etc. 3. Improve information system through enhanced use of IT
(e.g. weather radar)
The people’s expectation from the agencies is 1) to protect flood
from north, 2) prevent flood from heavy rain, and 3) maintain
excellent water quality and environment around drainage system.
Specific knowledge requirements: 1) increase velocity of water in
flat plain channels, 2) Expand effect of drainage tunnel, and 3)
other/new concepts of retention area in dense city.

Kamol Promasakha na
Sakolnakhon

The new design target of the current drainage system is to be able
to handle 100mm/hr of rain. Up till now this number was
60mm/hr. This is associated with a 5 yr return period.
The rain gauge network includes 1,180 stations. Satellite
information for rainfall is used. For example, information from
Himawari from JMA of Japan which measures every 10 minutes.
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Promasakha123@hotmail.co
m
Director of Radar and
Satellite Data Analysis, TMD

Resolution grid 2km with 16 spectral channels. Also, FY satellite
information from China which measures every hour, resolution
grid 5km and 4 spectral channels. Also, weather radar at
Songkhla and temperature from satellite information.
Example – Chao Phraya basin:
www.satda.tmd.go.th/BkkHimawari/?icon_size=300&d=./201611
20
21 June 2016 – going into rainy season. Bangkok rain is like
“Summer Thunderstorm” concentrated in some areas but TMD
cannot precisely predict the location.

Lerdphan Sukyirun
Chief of Water Allocation
Branch 2, Water
Management Division,
Bureau of Water
Management and Hydrology,
RID

Local rainfall events produce very intense rainfall (100mm/hr or
even more) in the monsoon period. The drainage system is only
designed to handle 60mm/hr. Especially convective storms are
challenging. In general, the diameter of these rainfall events is
10km and these are moving slowly. Usually arriving from the
West or from the East. These storms are more difficult than
forecasting low-pressure systems.
The Chao Phraya Basin is discussed in depth. Chao Phraya River
Basin has 4 dams (Bhumibol, Sirikit, Keaw Noi, Pasak). Design
capacity of CP near Ayutthaya is 1300 m3/s (flood plains start to
flood); 3500 m3/s near Bangkok (bankfull discharge). The
traveling time of the flood wave is around 9-10 days from
upstream to downstream in the basin.
An increase in discharge of +100 m3/s results in a water level
increase of 25 centimeters in the downstream portion of the river.
Water management plans are discussed for East and West of
Chao Phraya Basin. Focus is on improving irrigation system, new
drainage canals, improve capacity of Chao Phraya river, manage
affected dike stretches and manage water retention.

Department of Marine and
Coastal Resources

Impact of water management on Coastal zone/Marine resources
is discussed. Thai coastal area is important area for use (e.g.
recreation, fisheries etc.). Coastal parameters (e.g. salinity,
dissolved oxygen, TSS, Sediment grain size, benthos) are affected
by high river flood (e.g. 2011 event) have been affected during the
2011 floods. Generally all become lower. Benthos decreased.
Endangered species migrated but might indirectly affect
ecosystem. After rainy season a lot of fresh water enters the sea
and kill some fish in the estuary. Another issue is coastline erosion
of several kilometers in past decades. Likely a result of reduction
in sediment load due to dams upstream in the river basin. Plant
mangrove and bamboo to help reduce coastal erosion.
Recommendations given for data collection; observing/warning
system; studying sediment dynamic/processes.
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Department of Public Works
Salitchai

Supapap Patsinghasanee
Professional Civil Engineer,
Department of Water
Resources

Department of Disaster
Prevention and Mitigation

Geo-Informatics and Space
Technology Development
Agency (GISTDA)

Since 1995 Bangkok has faced 7 severe floods. Department is
responsible for Plan, Design, Construct. Study and design
completed for 50 provinces and 6 ongoing after flood in 2011.
Construction completed for 109 projects and 58 ongoing. DPT job
is to engage with the population, Public works has the
responsibility to build the flood protection works. Problems arise
with compensation in certain areas since people lose opportunity
to develop land.
Flood management should focus on reducing damage. DWR has
focus on mitigation damage in agricultural areas, improve
waterways, control right of waterways, increase efficiency,
improve retention zone, develop prevention system, identify land
use characteristic, evacuation plan. However, lack of
enforcement. At 7th of May, the strategic plan on water resources
management has been approved.
Presentation in Thai language. Report has been provided to DRRTeam about Disaster Prevention and Mitigation. Presenter
explained function of DDPM. DDPM makes general plan and
depends on governor in each province for implementation of the
plan.
GISTDA uses geo information for flood monitoring. Examples are
given of MODIS with flooded areas. Coastal radar system to
management of tidal influence. Relevant websites:
http://flood.gistda.or.th
http://coastalradar.gistda.or.th
GISTDA uses data from TMD and HAII to make forecasts. Also
GISTDA reports and classifies flood areas and informs relevant
agencies

HAII - Hydro and Agriculture
Informatics Institute

Ben Lamoree, Team lead DRR
Q/A

HAII is part of the Ministry of Science and Technology. Focus on
real time monitoring, forecast and operating system. Modeling
system – flood, water resource, coastal. System integration –
open source, HPC, GPU, MIC, big data, cloud, new tech. Seasonal
prediction, small scale water resource management.
Interesting information about climate parameter statistics and
changes. E.g. mean temperature and rainfall has increased, likely
due to “urban heat island” effect. Green and hard areas give a 3
degrees Celsius difference. The 3-hour rainfall intensity also
increased.
The DRR-Team presents the following observations based on the
presentations to the Thai audience:
1. There were a number of plans and measures being presented
for Bangkok and for the wider Chao Phraya basin. How are
the priorities defined? How about priorities for spatial
planning and how do you include water management aspects
into this planning? Can we discuss the current spatial master
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

plan for Bangkok and the way the urban water management
infrastructure is incorporated into that plan?
In the presentations we saw that planning of hydraulic
infrastructure is being done on the basis of design discharges.
How are these related to return periods? What are the
protection levels desired (return periods / design capacities)?
What is the rationale behind each protection level? Are there
any research conducted between investments in protection
infrastructure vs reduction in risk?
What type of measures are being taken on flood prevention in
Bangkok? E.g. in the presentation was shown investment in
increasing discharge capacity of the system (tunnels,
dredging, etc.) What about delaying runoff, increasing
retention capacity? Is there a strategy in place that includes
that aspect?
How is data being shared between departments (e.g. RID and
BMA, but also others) and how are these data (water levels,
rainfall, discharges, geometry information, satellite data) used
in plans?
We understand that the feasibility study of river deepening
has been prepared by RID. We would like to get access to this
report.
Land subsidence is mentioned and also flagged in several
studies as a very important topic. We would like to know
more about the studies and effects of land subsidence on
water management in the Bangkok area. We would like to get
access to relevant studies or papers on the issue of land
subsidence.
What type of models are being used for the Bangkok area? Is
there a consensus on the models being used?
What is the status of current flood defenses along Chao
Phraya river? Are there any yearly inspections? If so, what
types of inspections? What areas are being upgraded now?
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Tuesday 22 Nov 2016 (@BMA)
Suthimol Kessomboon

Opening remarks, Welcome. 5 minute video presentation of the Bangkok
drainage system. Information about the organization structure of the
Department of Drainage and Sewerage.

Vichai Somboon

In-depth presentation about Chao Phraya river basin and Bangkok drainage
system. CP River basin catchment area 159,000 km2 (35% of Thailand) with
Upper basin (Ping, Wang, Yom, Nan, Sakae Krung) and Lower basin. Variuos
dams in the river basin of which two are operated by EGAT (Bhumibhol and
Sirikit dams capacities 13,462 and 9,510 million m3). Others are smaller,
taken care by RID.

Deputy Director General,
Department of Drainage and
Sewerage BMA

Project Planning Expert, Department
of Drainage and Sewerage, BMA

City of Bangkok just above or just below mean sea level (say 0 - 2 m+MSL).
During 2011 flood, max water level was 2.53 m+MSL. Various causes of
flooding in Bangkok, viz. heaving rainfall intensity, overflow of river, high
tides, subsidence, low efficiency of drainage.
Land subsidence rate has slowed down over the years. Average is right now
<1cm /yr now. Early 1980s the land subsidence was 10 cm/yr. The
frequency of large floods is 1/10 yrs at this moment. During 2011 floods –
12 districts fully flooded, 8 districts not flooded, 30+ districts partially
flooded within Bangkok. Damages during 2011 flood were extraordinary;
296,000 million Baht (Industrial = 58%, Building&Infra 18%, Agri 13%).
BMA flood risk reduction systems – 1. polder dike system to protect
discharge from upstream. 2. Improve drainage capacity.
1) King Dike – started in 1980s. 77km total, 76.80km completed. Recently,
this has been upgraded to prevent overflow from river up to +2.80-3.50m
MSL. Footpath / parks incorported around Chao Phraya river banks.
2) Drainage system designed for intensity of 60mm/hr (equivalent to
80mm/day). 7 tunnels with capacity 155cms; drainage capacity East 1627
cms, west 571cms; some areas have been planned as flood retention area.
More details can be found in the Flood Management plan of BMA.
During discussion, various items were addressed. The 2011 flood was less
high than the 1995 whereas the damage during 2011 was much higher.
Damage of 2011 floods were a lot higher than the 1995 floods because
water spread to more areas and not flowing in proper channels.
Local rainfall issue in Bangkok is heavy rain during monsoon (7-8 months).
Current capacity of water retention is 13million m3. Bangkok needs more
water retention. Currently, there is an additional 11 million m3 planned in
Eastern Bangkok. But land acquisition needs to be done.
The measures proposed are based on a masterplan and modeling from the
1990s. Since the city has been growing significantly since then, there is a
need for a solid update of this master plan.
The current plan is to increase design from 60mm/hr to 100mm/hr of the
drainage system. Priority works include canal improvement, monkey
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cheeks/retention basins and tunnels but tunnel projects are politically
sensitive.
There might be possibility to use existing systems differently such as
pumping water elsewhere to make room instead of pumping to Chao
Phraya river.
Flood Control Center, BMA
(6th Floor)

Drainage Tunnel and
Pumping Station @ Wat
Chong Lom
Boat ride from Nonthaburi to
Saphan Taksin

Drainage system is cleaned after every rainy season.
DRR makes visit to Flood Control Centre. Screens show meteorological
Data, hydrological data, status facilities (pump, gate). Flood damage data ->
Flood control center analysis -> Operations, Flood Fighting Team; weather
radar, rain monitoring, flood monitoring, flow rate monitoring, CCTV
Sensors feed data every few minutes.
Makassan retention pond is owned by Train Authority. Area is 162,500 sqm
and total volume capacity is 650,000 cum. Active volume capacity is
261,600 cum. Depth is at -3.00 MSL. Pond width varies from 8-70m. Total
length is 2000m. There is an inlet from this pond to the tunnel.
Tunnel is 4.6m in diameter and approx. 6km long. There are 5 pumps of
15cms capacity each. Pumping capacity into Chao Phraya river is 45 cms
and total cost of this project was 2.6 BB. There are 3 inlets, 1 major outlet
(45 cms) and another 1 inlet (for Rama 4 area) which sometimes also used
as outlet to discharge into Chao Phraya.
7 tunnel projects have been completed with a total cost of 5,604 MB and a
total length of 19.13km. Total capacity is 155.5cms (around 1 million Euro/
(m3/s)). Now 5 tunnel projects have been planned for the future. Planned
budget is 20,947 MB for total length of 40.28km. Total capacity is 260 cms.
Boat ride along Chao Phraya. Flood walls built on top of sheetpiles along
Chao Phraya river. No large cracks or damages observed at the foodwall
above water line. Certain small cracks in floodwalls at various places. Also,
there are certain gaps observed in the flood wall e.g. beneath one of the
bridges), and steps in wall height elevation differences. At some places,
sand bags visible to prevent inflow. Since river flood takes quite some time
for arrival in Bangkok with slow rise of water, these gaps can likely be
closed with sand bags.
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Wednesday 23 Nov 2016 (@RID, Chainat)
Visit to Chao Phraya Dam,
RID Chainat

Opening remarks, welcome. 10 minute video presentation.
CP dam has 16 gates, each of 12.5m wide and 7.5m high. The total capacity
of this dam is 3300 cms. CP Dam receives water from Bhumibhol, Sirikit,
and Kway Noi Dams. The maximum allowable level of this dam is 16.5 MSL.
During the 2011 floods, the level reached 17.90 MSL.
There are many stations along CP river measuring water level and flow rate.
This information is used to forecast and warn the residents. There are 12
warning boards, containing volume of water upstream and how long it
takes to reach each location. The boards start at Nakhon Sawan where 4
channels converge. The distance from here to Ayutthaya is around 220km.
Ayutthaya is at the bottleneck because the width of CP river at this point is
only 83m. The width of CP river is up to 300m at some areas. When the CP
dam releases 2,000 cms or more it becomes critical to riverbanks along
Chainat, Singburi, Ang Thong, and Ayutthaya. There is a proposed concept
to increase discharge capacity from 2,000 cms to 2,800 cms at Ayutthaya
bottleneck (avoid effect to upstream riverbanks) by creating bypasses.
The distribution of water to the West (Bang Pa Kong river) and East (Mae
Kong) channels is based on Government orders to control volume in CP
river.
Available feasibility studies (people, environment, etc.) are:
1. To solve bottleneck at Bang Ban to Bang Sai (Ayutthaya)
2. Widen Chainat-Pasak (East) channel and extend southwards to the
sea.
3. Improve existing RID irrigation channels
RID governance is from Nakhon Sawan to Chainat Dam (95km) and Chainat
Dam to Singburi (50km). BMA and Marine Department takes care from
Singburi onwards to the Gulf of Thailand.
RID actions after the 2011 flood:
1. Update rule-curve (reservoir volume vs month) for managing
Bhumibhol and Sirikit dams using data from this flood event.
These data help them to manage proper water levels in the
reservoir for electricity generation, agriculture, etc. and at the
same time having enough room to store new rainwater.
2. Add forestation and green areas
3. Revise cropping patterns
4. Extend length and height of King’s Dike Eastward until Rangsit
canal
5. Add water control gates at all canals connecting to CP river. This
has been done and right now only Bangkok Noi canal is without a
gate because it is big and costs a lot.
6. Additional feasibility study to extend King’s Dike (Currently being
done by Panya Consultants)
After the 2011 flood a lot of work such as flood protection along CP river
bank, raising road levels and road repair works were done by Ministry of
Interior.
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Visit to Dam @ Ayudhaya
RID Regional Irrigation Office
#10

There are 10 agencies concerned: TMD, HAII, ORDPB, RID, EGAT, DWR,
DDPM, BMA, Thai Navy, DPT.
This office governs the banks of CP River and Pasak River which are
upstream from Rama 6 dam. This dam controls the volume of water
entering CP river at Ayudhaya province. The total basin area is about
2,600,000 ha.
Maximum inflow was in 2011 with 5000 Mcm. Other years average about
2,400 Mcm. During heavy rain inflow into Pasak Dam is about 900-1200
cms. Outflow shall be controlled to be less than 700cms to prevent impact
to downstream (CP river in Bangkok).
CP river basin crisis in 2011. Discharge in 2010 for Pasak Jolasid Dam was
1,305cms and for Rama 6 dam was 1,299cms. However in 2011 the figures
were 980cms and 1,312cms. Perhaps they stored too much water in 2010
and did not have enough room to store rainwater in 2011, having to release
extra volume into CP river and causing the big flood.
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Thursday 24 Nov 2016 (@HAII)
Dr. Royol Chitradon,
Director of HAII

Welcome, opening remarks.
Urgent problems: Adjust blocks within city, sedimentation in
drainage system, handling floods caused by cloud bursting, flood
diversion upstream of Bangkok
Dr Royol suggests to have a good block system within the city that
can be managed by different offices. Some critical areas can be
operated locally. Bangkok needs a better model to be able to
manage the system also at micro level. Currently we have
numerical simulation models but they are not maintained well
enough. For Bangkok’s planning and forecasting we need an
integrated hydrological and hydrodynamic model, covering the
complete municipal area, which is well maintained through regular
updates (every 6-12 months).
We need to optimize the existing system. This includes data from
radar system, nowcasting system, etc. The Government is in the
process of setting up a composite radar. We need an integrated
platform which is not linked to 1 specific supplier.
Bangkok needs to speed up investments. Thailand has money but
invests in infrastructure without improving management and
operation. Information system has to come first so it can help us
to see the priorities.
Bangkok needs better land use planning. Land and water use
needs to be integrated. More storage areas are needed. Current
storage areas can be enhanced by widening the canals etc. Make
more green areas. “Canal streets”, etc. can also help. Organization
structure needs to be improved.
A discussion is held with the DRR-Team regarding the various
topics. DRR suggests to first upgrade the King’s Dike, and
implement inspection plans to keep the dike in good condition.
After the upgrade, extension can be considered in the long run.
Dr Royol indicates that RID makes the masterplan. In Dr. Royol’s
opinion, the east and west canals upstream of Bangkok are the
bottlenecks. Rapeepat can be expanded to 300cms. However, the
siphon is 20cms. There is a similar problem on the west side. The
farming areas above the King’s Dike has been adapted to have
crops that can survive in floods. Each 1600 m2 (1 rai) can preserve
1200m3?
DRR asks about the opinion on deepening of CP river. Dr. Royol
suggests there will be problem with salinity. He does not believe
Bangkok is good enough to manage complex hydraulic systems.
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Proper maintenance and inspection system of the dike is currently
not available. A system which is also tied to culture development
needs to be cultivated. There is a strong interest to consider what
can be done within the next 5 years. Use integrated information
to help create priorities and masterplan.
Dr Royol asks about separation of wastewater and rainwater which
is now mixed. A much bigger investment is needed to create a
separated system. He thinks that investment planning will be more
effective if done based on integrated information. It would be nice
to start with management improvement rather than financial
investment.
Dr Royol indicates that BMA should indicate whether there is
money for an update of the masterplan study regarding urban
drainage. He states that there is a very high need to update the
design criteria of the masterplan which dates back in the mid
nineties (NEDECO a.o.).
HAII Presentation #1

HAII has collaborated with NARO Japan on Telemetering.
They have also developed a terabyte server and started the agro
informatics network project. Under the Community Water
Research Management (CWRM) initiative, several case studies
have been completed. Work concept of HAII – prehydroinformatics, hydroinformatics, post-hydroinformatics.
Pre-hyroinformatics: Get data from telemetering (850 stations
nationwide) and perform surveys.
Hydroinformatics – modeling (WRF-ROMS, SWAN, Water balance,
river / flood model). Model is run twice a day. Information is
collected real time.
Post-hydroinformatics: see www.thaiwater.net, ThaiWater Mobile
App
www.nhc.in.th – this has been developed last year. Integrates
information from 34 offices for decision making.
Yom river basin does not have big dams. There are 4 operations
offices that need to manage effectively.
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HAII Presentation #2

Decision Support System for CP basin
Data source – Real time from HAII, RID, EGAT, TMD (rainfall,
discharge, reservoirs, water level). HAII forecast rainfall (WRF)
Models 1D and 2D (lower CP). NAM/MIKE 11, MIKE BASIN, MIKE
FLOOD. Results can be seen every morning for daily and 7 day
forecast. HAII sends a report to the Prime Minister’s office every
morning at 8am.
Near-real time (every 6 minutes) rainfall forecast is available.
There are 2 radar stations. It also forecasts rainfall 3 hours in
advance. Precision is 1 sq. km.
LIDAR for Bangkok has 2m accuracy. Recent LIDAR information is
from after 2011 floods. Along the river is data from JAICA and
outer parts is GISTDA.
Bangkok/BMA has MIKE 11 for main drainage but not maintained.
HAII and Deltares signed a MoU on Jan 15, 2014. 2 projects have
completed and 1 is ongoing.
1. 2014 - Flood early warning system and flood risk
managaement plan for Suktohai / Yom River Basin.
2. 2016 - 3Di model for Ayudhaya (Lower CP).
3. 2016 - Ocean Modeling and early warning system for gulf
of Thailand.
Around Rangsit area the community has been educated to manage
their water. Conserve water and prevent canal collapse. Optimize
storage and renovating furrow areas and local canals to store
water. Control water flows. This area can reserve 17 MCM of
water for agriculture.

DWR

National Water Resources Committee had a meeting yesterday.
The objective of this afternoon’s meeting is to discuss our ideas
and get DWR’s feedback before tomorrow’s presentation.
George:
1. Land use planning – current plan needs to be renewed.
Recommend more specific plan in the lower level.
2. Water storage – recommend micro approach of water
storage i.e. connection between catchment and drainage,
urban agriculture to catch more rainwater, reduce
concrete areas and increase permeable surfaces, maybe
use space under the road as a canal. IUCN is keen in this
topic and has an office in Bangkok. Reply from DWR: There
is a plan to use more permeable surfaces and also
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construct small tunnels (1.5-2m) under some roads in
Bangkok.
3. Financial support – consider flood protection tax. Reply
from DWR: If there is a heavy rainfall that exceeds the
designed capacity, the community may sue to
government.
4. Organization – improve organizational structure.
5. Awareness – raise awareness and understanding in the
community. Start from the younger generation.
Adri:
1. The existing system which is not effective enough causes
local flooding. However, existing systems can be
optimized. E.g., water can be moved to neighboring
channels and use pumps over there. Maintenance in
general needs to be improved. / Reply from DWR: There is
limited budget and maintenance activities need to be
prioritized.
2. Recommend a better model to help master planning.
Current master plan is around 20 years old. This needs to
be updated, as well as design criteria. Reply from DWR:
DWR agrees that the master plan needs to be updated.
3. More monkey cheeks can be created and need to study
system as a whole to avoid problems such as bottlenecks.
Reply from DWR: 6 retaining areas have been planned in
the East of Bangkok. Dredging lower CP River is possible
and DWR is in favor but not under their authority.
4. More water can be retained at Nakhon Sawan and north of
it and not overload diversion channels to the East and
West.
5. Recharge surface water into the ground.
Mathijs:
1. Consider detailed analysis to find design criteria, with a
balance between investment levels and risk mitigation.
(we would like to study how the 60 or 100mm/hr design
existed) / Reply from DWR: 2 year return period designed
for main roads (60mm/hr). Due to urbanization this
number is going backwards (now may be 1 year return).
Bangkok plans to design for 5 year return period. Along CP
river is 100 year return period.
2. Improve / Build / Maintain protection against the outer
region. There has been improvements to King’s Dike and
CP river banks. Which portions still need to be finished?
Operation and Maintenance is crucial for protection.
3. Monitor changes carefully and have regular inspections to
protection infrastructure. This includes levels, stability,
structural integrity, and detailed calculations etc. It is
clarified to DWR that DRR-Team is not talking about
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floodfighting but regular dike inspection in low water
season to maintain dikes.
4. Area above King’s Dike has been urbanized and there
seems to be no protection at the moment for this area.
Reply DWR: King’s Dike is extended up to Rangsit area to
protect more area.
Anurat
1. Database shall be updated because the city is changing
dynamically. Reply from DWR: The data available is quite
up to date.
Ben

1. Question is about the financial means for the drainage
system. 60% of the cost will be subsidized by the
government, and BMA takes care of 40%. This figures
changes yearly. 1,000MB has been budgeted for flood
protection in the last fiscal year.

BMA has developed a masterplan with JAICA 20 years ago, and
with NEDECO 10 years ago. Possibility for joint finance between
Thailand and Netherland Government may be further explored.
There is a keen interest to receive help with modeling.
Marine and Coastal Department reminds us that huge runoffs will
destroy aquaculture and businesses at the estuary. However, we
do not have an estimate for the damage or risk.
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